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Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, May 6, 1943

Flag Raised Over Mine Building

Farm Activity
Hits Peak Over
County Last Week

Dies In Iceland

Breaking Of Ground
And Seeding For
Victory Food Crops
Being Pushed

PTA, Civic Leaders
To Ask Funds For
Benefit Of Youth
LARGE AND ENTHUSIASTIC CROWD HEARS
PROGRAM OUTLINED AT HIGH SCHOOL
PUPILS URGE ACTION IN STREET PARADE
16 TEAMS TO SOLICIT FUNDS

Activity on farms of Caldwell
county the last week augurs well
for planting of the big Food-forVictory crops needed by the Nation this year, agricultural leaders said here this week.
After much delay due to frequent rains, breaking of ground
and seeding of crops has been
pushed at a rapid rate the last
several days and there is, apparently, little lack of necessary
manpower to get the important
crops planted. Few from rural
districts were in town last Monday.
Much corn remains to be
planted, County Agent J. F. Graham said, and there still is
much concern about availability
of sufficient labor at peaks of
necessary seasonal work, especially when harvest time comes.
Many Victory gardens were
planted the last week, in both
town and rural districts, with
heavy emphasis upon vegetables
for canning. A considerable number of families in Princeton has
added chicken raising to spring
activities, to insure food which
will replace scarce meat later
this year.

Scouts of Princeton and
estern Kentucky area have
n a N‘'ar footing since Jap
fell on Pearl Harbor.
aid has been enlisted in
war drive and so thorough
they been in these activind other phases of Scout
that the Western Kentucky
il ranks among the top six
of all the councils in
lea.
work of the Scouts in 1942
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anvass For Play Program Scheduled Tonight
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A large and enthusiastic crowd of parents, teachers and
children interested in the Parent-Teachers Association project to provide a proper recreational program for the youth
of Princeton this summer, heard speakers representing various civic and religious organizations praise efforts thus far
made and Wedge their unqualified support at Butler High
School auditorium Tuesday night. Mrs. J. D. Alexander,
president of the PTA, and Rumsey Taylor, chairman of the
committee in charge, presided.

Those pledging aid and stessing vital need of such a program
here were The Rev. Chas. P.
Lieut. Gen. Frank M. Andrews
for the Rotary Club; R.
Brooks,
Lieut. Gen. Frank M. Andrews,
S. Gregory, Kiwanis Club; Mrs.
59, commander of all U. S. forces
Scouts in West Kentucky
Paul Cunningham, mothers; Al
in the European war zone, was
T. Page, Retail Merchants, Dr.
ed 25,000 coat hangers for
Officers And
New
an airplane crash Monin
killed
W. L. Cash, for the city; the
at Camp Breckinridge,
sectremote
a
in
day afternoon
Directors Assume
Rev. John Fox, for the churches.
they were told the service
ion of Iceland, his headquarters
Mr. Taylor told of a survey
ad no hangers on which to
Duties July 1
r.nounced Tuesday 13ishop A•ina
made by his committee, to learn
their clothes in the new
W. Leonard, 68, Methodist Epispresielected
was
Morrison
Joe
are carried
copal Church, also lost his life dent, Gordon Lisanby, first vice- how similar projects
outlined
y collected books for the
The United States flag is raised over one of the buildings of
in this accident, details of which president; Clifton Wood, second on in other cities, and
what is proposed here, including
Book campaign, another the Somer mine of the Pittsburgh Coal Company, at Pricedale,
were not announced by the War vice-president, a n d
Leonard
three playgrounds to be located
designed to enhance wel- Pa. When John L. Lewis, leader of striking United Mine Workers,
Department.
G r oo m, reelected, secretaryallowed a back-to-work ultimatum to expire, President Roosevelt
at Butler High, Eastside and Dotof their -older brothers in
RoPrinceton
the
of
treasurer
ordered government operation of struck mines. The wovernment
son schools and including softrvice.
FEWER TIRES IN MAY,
tary Club at Tuesday night's ball, volleyball, badminton, tenAmerican flags to be
biggest effort of the year, assured mine operators that they will have as
progovernment
operated
being
the mines are
RATION OFFICIAL SAYS; meeting.
nis and other games. Mrs. J. D.
ver, was the scrap metal flown while
--AP Telemat
Alton Templeton, Mark Cun- Alexander, K. V. Bryant and
perty.
tion campaign. They combAVAILABLE
WillingRECAPS
BUT
ningham and LeRoy
Cliff Cox have tentatively been
e area, working tirelessly
ham were chosen members of the named as supervisors of play.
of "everybody"
Instead
house-to-house canvass.
To Attend Elks'
board of directors, to serve one
A home canvass by 16 teams
getting Grade 1 tires after
had cmall wagons in which
year.
State Convention
of solicitors will be conducted
hauled their collections,
here
May 1, as many persons
New officers and board memtonight, from 7 to 9:30 o'clock,
s baskets, still others had
E.
Philip Stevens, William
were led to believe would
bers will assume their duties
to give every family in Princeles. Some managed to borJones, Gus Kortrecht, Hillery
rubber plant in the South.
July.
in
meeting
The war brings strange dewith the first
be the case by radio' and
ton opportunity to make a conthe family car or father's
Barnett and Billie Gresham will
velopments to surprise us
The order was repeated, on
The club adjourned early to perpress reports some days ago,
to the financial needs,
tribution
, to bring in the largest
for
night
Saturday
here
leave
all—and to bring new busimit members to attend the rea larger basis, last week.
Mr. Taylor anprogram,
the
of
perfewer
is
fact
stern
s of scrap that could not be
the
will
atthey
where
Louisville,
ness, sometimes, even to
creational meeting at Butler High
"It just so happens," W. C.
nounced.
otherwise.
tend the annual convention of
sons will be able to get tire
communities
small, inland
School.
Captains of the 16 teams will
Scouting program in West
Sparks, quarry owner said,
the State Elks Association, May
like Princeton.
certificates this month than
conduct the canvass tonight are:
cky, covers 13 counties,
"that our quarry has a de9-11, inclusive. About 150 deleFor example:
during April, Robert Jacobs,
Gordon Lisanby, C. P. Brooks,
serves 850 boys. The counposit of rock unusually high
gates are expected from KenA No. 1 problem for most
county ration board clerk,
Mrs. Hugh Skees, Trice Yates,
'n the area include Daviess,
.
.
.
lodges.
carbonate
Elks
19
calcium
in
tucky's
situation;
of us is the rubber
May quota is
Monday.
said
Mark Cunningham, Dr. C. H.
• k, Ohio, McLean, Henderrubber
the
what
that's
and
of
and hence, when one
.
.
.
April's
Mrs. C. C. Bishop, Merle
under
Jaggers,
slightly
Union, Muhlenberg, Hopsynthetits
in
use
must
plant
Princeton's home industries
Drain, Leonard Groom, Roy Rowbut you still can get your
Webster, Lyon, Crittenden,
ic process."
gets into the synthetic rubland, W. C. Sparks, Elbert Mctires recapped, and that's
well and Livingston.
So now rock from CaldDenton and Cash Will Caslin,
ber business in a fairly big
Hearne Harralson, Harry
what Uncle Sam wants you
owever our objectives for
into
going
is
county
well
the
for
news
good
is
it
way,
to do, while the reprocessed
Long, J. B. Maxwell, Mrs. Jim
District
Address
are 1,300 Scouts and 250
be
will
soon
which
rubber
entire community.
rubber holds out.
Beck, Leo Walker, Mrs. Lola
, in 60 troops and 11 Cub
used on war machines . . .
Not long ago Cedar Bluff
Meeting Friday
Wind, C. A. Woodall and Mrs.
. We now have 850 Scouts
while,
a
after
perhaps,
and
Quarry received an order to
Vital Project Lags
Confer- Jim Walker. Each will have
District
Hopkinsville
ore than 40 troops and
automobiles.
own
on our
Choice Hemp Seed
furnish rock to a synthetic
ence of the Methodist Church from three to eight helpers.
Four Months Behind,
Executive Potter said.
Is Received Here
Prior to the business session,
will hold a one-day session at
will take funds, and for
Reports
Chairman
Five bags of choice hemp seed, the Methodist Church, Trenton, entertainment was provided by
reason we are instituting the
Only now completing its De- 470 pounds, arrived Monday af- Friday, May 7, starting at 9 groups of school children from
in financial drives this
cember quota, the local Surgical ternoon and were delivered to o'clock in the morning and clos- the lower grades, with instruth.
Dressing workroom again reports the AAA office in the courthouse ing at 5 in the afternoon. Rev. mental musical solos by Norman
1943 the Scouts will conurgent need of women to make for distribution among farmers W. I. Munday, superintendent, Bromley, Marvin Pogrotsky and
their war service, farm
of Princeton and said, indicating a tremenduous bandages so greatly needed on of this county. Notices were sent will preside.
were
Motorists
Henry Talley. Teachers
camps, district camporees,
urged to be waste of rubber.
battlefronts, Mrs. W. C. Sparks, to first registrants in the hemp
Devotions, reports by pastors, given a rising vote of thanks for
of honor, troop rally pro- Caldwell county are
pressure,
tire
of
span
Safe
their
chairman, said Monday.
program, the AAA office said, and business are scheduled. A their work in the schools this
s, and we will also have more careful in seeing that
inflated, hav- OPA says, is 29 to 32 pounds.
Thirty-five volunteers have to call for their seed. Another highlight will be an address by year.
weeks of Summer camp at tires are properly
counour
knows,
in "As everyGne
signed pledges to spend at least
The night meeting was prey the Dr. Joseph Paul Bartak, of
ge Warren Hogg Memorial ing therm tested each week,
supply of crude one afternoon each week at this shipinent, of approximatel
order to prolong the life of the try's largest
ia, at 1:30 in the ceded by a parade Tuesday afwithhere
Czechoslovak
expected
is
same
size,
t camp."
the cars of Ameri- Red Cross project, but Mrs.
Nation's rubber stocks, an OPA rubber is on
ternoon, led by the Butler Band,
in two weeks, Mrs. Clifton Pruitt, afternoon.
can motorists and we must con- Sparks appeals to numerous
the Princeton the student Victoy Corps and
from
official stated here this week.
Delegates
said.
AAA
secretary,
If one-third of these others who can do so, to give
Cross Knitters
More than one-third of all serve it.
Methodist Church who plan to Girl Scouts. Floats, banners and
at 45 war th es are being abused, it is ob- some time to this work in order
spot-checked
tires
attend are: Jewell Creasy, Harry costumes called attention to need
More Volunteers
faced
be
will
sle_irtly
we
vious
that wounded men of the Ameriin 18 major cities of the
Long, K. R. Cummins, Dr. W. for the recreational program in
ore knittcrs are needed at plants
includes with an insurmountable crisis," can forces may not lack for
which
OPA district
Cash, Mrs. Fred Pickering, Princeton.
L.
OPA
Local Red Cross Sewing Kentucky were found to be bad- Clifford J. Houser, regional
suitable dressings.
F. K. Wylie, Mrs. W. L.
Mrs.
, it was announced today
executive declared.
The following women devoted
under-inflated, the statement rationing
Mrs. E. S. Denton, and the Pattie Pickering On
Cash,
ly
rs. J. L. Walker, chairman.
12 or more hours to work at this
pastor. Dr. Cash will speak in
present 50 women are knitWOMAN'S CLUB ASKS
center during April, the chairof the Methodist Sullins Honor Roll
Caldwell Now $71,686 the interest
but with two more shipman reports: Mrs. W. C, Sparks,
FOR
Orphans' Home and E. S. DenMiss Pattie Pickering, daughSUPPORT
PUBLIC
ts of yarn having arrived,
67; Mrs. M. H. Blythe, 58; Mrs.
Non-Bank
Over
ton in the interest of the church's ter of Mr. and Mrs. William G.
e workers are needed. Those
CANCER CONTROL DRIVE A. L. Wilson, 50; Miss Birdie
three colleges in the State, Ken- Pickering, Locust street, has been
Quota, Report
knitted ten or more
Wesleyan, Union and announced as being on thel)ean's
Woman's Club Nichols, 43; Mrs. W. C. Haydon,
tucky
Princeton
The
•ters are Mrs. R. W. Lisanby
Caldwell county had gone $71,- Lindsey Wilson Junior College. list for the year
40; Mrs. L. A. Kelley, 40; Mrs.
at Sullins
organicivic
citizens,
all
urges
Miss Jeanon Adamson, Those
H. A. Goodwin, 38; Mrs. C. S. 686 over its non-bank quota of
Will Serve As InAcademy, Bristol, Va. Miss
g five or more are Mrs.
zations and physicians to co- Collier, 38; Mrs. F. T. Linton, $172,000 in the Nation's $13,000,Pickering was one of ten chosen
To
formational Member
A. Griffin and Mrs. P. R.
operate with the Women's Field 36; Mrs. W. D. Armstrong, 42; 000,000 War Bond sales cam- Prison Chaplain
from the academy, whose grades
lby.
made
was
tabulation
when
pain
Speak Sunday Night
Army in the spring campaign Mrs. Brad Lacy, 34; Mrs. H. C.
were 90 or higher. She will be
To Assist Public
The local Kercheval; 32; Mrs. C. A. Grif- Tuesday, Dr. W. L. Cash, drive
in June.
graduated
Charles P. Brooks has for cancer control.
Church
Series
Methodist
of
Rev.
At
and Of Local Girl
leadership of Mrs. fin, 30; Mrs. Allison Akin, 29; chairman, said. Sales
under
drive,
reprel
bonds up to midnight
"Prison Work" will be the
been rimed informationa
F. K. Wylie and Mrs. Medley Mrs. R. S. Robertson, 28; Mrs. E and G
Elizabeth Worrell On
ns Army Commission
sentathe of the Caldwell County Pool, will begin May 9 and Henry Sevison, 24; Mrs. J. B. May 8 will count on this cam- subject of an address by the
1,
Murray Honor Roll
been
has
and
chaplain
chairman
Chandler,
the
I.
Rev.
L.
paign,
22;
Towery,
he H. Adams, son-in-law Rationing Board, effective May
Roy
Mrs.
close with a "Mile of Dimes" at Lester, 24;
Worrell, younger
Elizabeth
educational director at State
will serve as communica- the Courthouse, May 14. The Miss Mary Wilson Eldred, 20; advised.
r. and Mrs.
Charles Pepper, and
member of the
The Fredonia postoffice has Memorial Methodist Church Sun- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. I. D.
nation-wide Miss Nancy Scrugham, 20; Mrs.
a
in
joining
is
graduated from Officers tions service
club
announced MonBoyd Wade, 19; Mrs. L. A. North- sold $10,075 worth of bonds, not day night at 7:30. Mr. Chandler Worrell, Princeton, was among
'fling School at Ft. Knox, board, it was
campaign to fight cancer.
day last, and commissioned day.
ington, 18; Mrs. R. B. Ratliff, reported in The Leader last Prison, Eddyville, at Ogden Murray State College students
Brooks, pastor of the First
nd lieutenant.
Mr.
17; Mrs. J. D. Stevens, 17; Mrs. week. The First National Bank, has had years of intimate ex- honored in chapel exercises last
Mrs. Pepper
prin- Hospital To Entertain
.Mrs. Adams, the former Miss Christian Church here and
W. L. Mays, 17; Mrs. R. M. with a total of $111,250, ranks perience with inmates of the week for students whose names
et Pepper,
State's maximum security in- have appeared on the honor roll
of Friendship School until Babies Wed. May 12
Pool, 14; Mrs. J. H. Calloway, at the top of local agencies.
attended the cere- cipal
recently,
Princeton postoffice total was stitution, from class room to ex- one or more times since January,
Cherry, 13; Mrs.
Hugh
Mrs.
14;
es. Lieutenant and Mrs. the spring term ended
all
for
day
"Home Coming"
releases for
13; Mrs. Hugh $5,375 at last report and the ecution chamber. The public is 1942. Miss Worrell is a freshwent to Kansas City, Mo., will prepare news
at the Princeton Duke Pettit,
man at Murray, majoring in
Mrs. Bernard Farmers National sank had invited to hear him.
Visit his parents and arrived the press and report activities of babies born
12;
Jr.,
Cherry,
Hospital since October 27, 1939,
climbed to a total of $84,625.
commerce.
12;
Craig,
Mary
the ration board.
Miss
e Wednesday night, for
13;
Jones,
a
observed there WettnesMrs. The Fredonia Valley Bank's Burns Powell Joins
f visit at the Pepper home,
He also will give out informa- will be
4 o'clock, Mrs. Mrs. William Larkins, 12;
sales rose to $13,800. Other figconcerning all rationing and day, May 12, 2 to
Brooks To Attend OPA
tion
expects to be
12.
Lisanby,
W.
superintendent, an- R.
stationed at
ures remain approximately as re- U. S. Army This Week
Meeting At Paducah
price regulations, hold clinics to I. B. Tanner,
Knox.
also
are
mothers
Their
ported by The Leader last week.
Burns Powell, Columbia, Ky.,
Chas. P. Brooks, informational
explain these .wartime regula- nounces.
Term
Summer
Murray
National
is
occasion
X To
when necessary, and act as invited. The
who made many friends here as representative of the Caldwell
tions
7
June
Begin
Will
nathe
Deliver Kuttawa
throughout
representative of the State OPA Hospital Day
a reporter for The Leader in County Rationing and Price
Murray, May 4—The summer Working In Shipyard
tion.
ealaureate Sermon
information office here.
Dr. N. T. Cole has accepted the summer of 1940, is in the Regulation Board will attend a
quarter at Murray State College,
V. John N.
Fox, pastor of
a shipyard war Army now, stationed temporarily district OPA meeting at PaduMrs. Alan Rice and divided into two six-weeks per- employment in
Central lii?esqterian
Mr. and Mrs. Harold .1"Pool - Mt. and
7 and plant at Evansville, Ind. His at Ft. Benjamin Harrison, Ind. cah, Tuesday, May 11, purpose
June
open
will
Church,
iods,
Mr.
and
City,
Central
deliver the baccalaureate and children, Ann and Jean, of sons, of
August 25. Students may wife and little daughter will He has been a Boy Scout exe- of which is to instruct board
on to the
funeral 011ie Rice, Paducah, spent Sun- close
graduating class Morganfield, attended the
either separately or for join him there at the end of the cutiVc at Bowling Green the last personnel in various phases of
enroll
parents,
Kuttawa High School Sunday of Mrs. P'Pool's father, J. R. day with Mrs. Rice's
the OPA work.
2 years.
present school term.
term.
entire
the
Harrington.
1, May 9, at
Mr. and Mrs. B. G.
8:30 o'clock.
Beesley, here Sunday.

Morrison Chosen
Rotary President

Caldwell County Rock Is Now
Going Into Synthetic Rubber

local Methodists
Go To Conference

35 Women Pledge
To Make Bandages

Third Of Tires Being Wasted
By Under-Inflation, OPA Warns

War Bond Sales
Continue To Climb

Brooks Named To
Ration Board Post
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No organization of boys has been
more
universally respected, or more wide
ly accepted, than the Boy Scouts. Thei
r international rallies, where boys of all
races met
on common ground, were an insp
iration to
all. In these dark days, when the war
clouds
hang so low, it is for the Boy Scou
ts of all
nations to cling to their ideals; to
trust that
the teachings of honour, of clean
living and
of brotherly love will again be
dominant
throughout the world.—Douglas MacA
rthur,
General, U. S. Army.

An Investment In
Better Citizenship

/111

Going one step further, the new edict
doesn't provide any more Grade 1 tires for
May . . . in fact the quota for the Nation
and for Caldwell county is a little less this
month than last. Dealers here have few
tires on hand, their orders are filled only
in part and then after long delays, because
the government allows manufacturers to
make only a limited number of tires each
month, to ship to dealers.
And finally, nobody can get a new tire
until his old casings are declared by an
official inspector, worn out, too bad for recapping; after which he must obtain
a
certificate from the local rationing boar
d
. . . which cannot issue certificates beyo
nd
the number of tires prescribed in its monthly quota.
You probably will be able to get new
synthetic tires for your car about the
middle of 1944, best advices indicate. By then
there will be enough synthetic tires to
permit the government to ease up on its
mileage rationing program and to stop
nationwide gasoline rationing, altho curtaile
d gas
allowances still will be in effect in the
East.
This, we believe, is the true situatio
n as
regards tires, gasoline and driving
outlook
for folk hereabouts. It is too bad that
poor
judgment and flash action in
handling
"statements" frequently not given
proper
editing before release continually add
to the
war jitters we all suffer from in vari
ous
degree.

THE AMBASSADOR HAD THREE SONS

Sem
rei
hon
'
T
Mai

—For Doctortess
Days

Sterilizing In
The Home

F'
Soil

By. Wilda Camery, ft N.,
Service Society of New

Associated Press
Festal%
Clean means two very
things as used in the
home awl
hospital. This winter
with
nesses usually treated in
the
being cared for at home, some
are keenly aware of the
The dishes in you cup
linen on your shelves are
gienically and aesthetically
they Ere not necessaii ly "sterile
—they are not germ free.
All of you who have
had
your home are familiar with
of sterile cleanliness. You'v
e
formulas, boiling not only the
and the milk solution but siks
saanm
dee
pan
car used.
fu
This same
sterile
can be applied to preparing
ment and supplies for such.
home deliveries and the
d
wounds.
Solutions made with bor,
powder, table salt, epsom
soda and water are made
by boiling for five minutes if
container and water used
are
sterile. Remember if the so
to remain sterile it must stay k
original pan or be, poured
previously steriled bottle that
sterile cover.
Kitchenware and bottles that
been washed with soap suds ad
Water are sterile after 20
boiling. If knives and scissor
made sterile, care for ther
ly, by putting them into
ing water and boiling for •
minutes.
Rubber goods are also bol,eu
ly. For example, nipples after
washed with soap and water se
in sterile boiling water for only
minute.
Bandage materials such u
muslin, cotton, gauze and tape airi
sterilized by
wrapping firmly
packages of either cloth or
paper, and putting them Intl
warm oven. Leave in the oven
the paper is brown on the outside
emergency needs, a bit of clean
linen such as a handkerchief or
may be made fairly safe by
thoroughly with a very hot iron
For home use, sterile materials
only small amounts as they do not
mair sterile long and are not
for use after two weeks. A good
eral rule is, ''When in doubt.
ize."

Tonight teams of workers, member
s of
the Parent-Teachers Association and
others
who have the best interests of
Princeton
today and tomorrow closely at heart,
will go
to the good people of the communit
y, in
their homes, to give each family
an opportunity to support the city-wide
The eldest still is fighting in north Afric
program
a, the second was killed and the third
Lt. Richard Wood (right) sits at
of recreation for youth, which expressi
Lord Halifax's side in Washington explaining
on at
that the Stuka bomb which cost him
Tuesday night's meeting indicated
it hadn't been a dud. He was woun both his legs would have cost him his life if
is generarmy. His father, Lord Halifax, is the ded last January fighting with the Eighth
ally recognized to be a partial solution
British ambassador to the United States.
of
a problem which concerns us all.
—AP Telemat
Princeton, if this plan wins nece
ssary
financial backing, will take a forw
ard step
By G. M. P
well calculated to pay large and extr
emely
gratifying dividends through the
Mothers, who currently are having
years . . .
to his place out on the Eddyville road
in better citizenship, in a sounder
much
more than their share of the
morale,
this spring.
in a superior kind of home and comm
world's heartaches, are to be honored
unity
life.
May 9. Mothers Day this year should
Our backyard is a little bower of
have a new significance for us all.
Juvenile delinquency, so widely
bloom, in considerable variety for
complained of everywhere today, is noth
space available . . . due to Mrs.
ing like
as great a problem in towns the
City Fathers recently promulgated
Sparks' love of flowers and her insize of
good rules about dogs . . . issue
dustry in planting and tending them
Princeton as in larger centers of
d
population
Chandler, Backing MacArthur,
warning canine pests and pets will
when she lived there. This is a great
it is true; but that we have this
trouble
not be permitted to roam at large
pleasure to Pennyriler; who has love
,
Says Japan Is No. 1 Foe
here in an alarmingly increasing
digging up vitally important Victo
degree is
for the growing things but neither
ry
common knowledge among those who
Only a little while ago General Doug
Gardens. An investigation of
time nor inclination, regrettably, to
are in
las
the
the best position to judge.
MacArthur, hero of Corrigedor and the
number of licensed dogs is in orde
plant or tend 'em.
r.
idol
For if stray dogs, tramp dogs
Too often, in the experience of
of our armed forces and the publ
and
employic alike,
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ORED COUNT FLEET WINS KENTUCKY DERBY—Mrs.
den aboard, races across the finish line to win the 69th runCount :;,illoped the mile and a quarter in 2:04 flat and in
,i-ponding) was: Count Fleet (1), Blue
hers
e pie .7), Gold Shower (8), Modest Lad (9) Swords (2),
and Eddie

ews From The Past

ews representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county al40 years ago and recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files
ice-A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a
at Leader feature. The articles are reproduced just as the
ceton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote
The Antlered Herd
ward got a divorce from him
inceton, March 3, 1911—Di- and $15,000 a year alimony as
Marc Goldnamer is busy long as she lives. And yet there
and night getting the Elk's are people who affect that it does
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• • •
e expectant public.
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. Ogilvie, J. W. Jewell, J. camping party composed of Mrs.
ker and J. D. Lester, a 0. P. Eldred, Charlie Eldred and
that would by themselves family, Mr. and Mrs. T. H. King
e a show worth going miles broke camp at Chalybeate Springs
. A specialty promised is near Lake Rabbit yesterday and
uet by Miss Virginia Mayes returned to the city. They report
Marc Goldnamer.
a pleasant vacation and lots of
e ladies' quartette is corn- fun. The.families of Laban Kevil
of Mesdames Ben Kauf- and Shelley Eldred are now
, Grace Brown, Shelley Eld- camping at the springs.
• • •
and Frank Wood.
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That Automobile
Flora Pettit, Ruth JohnPrinceton, June 26, 1903—Will
Virginia Mayes, Rose Gold- and John Rice came up from
er, Sadie White and Mary Fredonia Sunday on their fine
ver Dyer.
new and stylish automobile. They
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•• eton, July 11, 1911—A. iron steeds in Princeton.
• • •
-.sky's new motor car arthis morning. It is the
The Little Tots
' model Crow, four doors
Princeton, July 24, 1903—Quite
:•ty horse power. The body an enjoyable birthday party was
7i; green, trimmed with given at Mrs. John Davis' in
• and it is about the hand- honor of her little grandchild
auto ever seen on the Mildred Fairchild, of Evansville
of Princeton.
Ind., last Thursday. The dinin
• • •
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It Certainly Pays
the color scheme being pink an
• oeton, Sept. 5, 1905—A white, as were also the refresh
girl advertised for a hus- ments and dainty souvenirs an
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. strtg, wedding outfit, etc. little tots spent a pleasant after1. Within a year he died, noon. Those present were:
Mild
her an insurance policy red Fairchild, Caroline Patrick
•.L1,000. With some of this Mabel Ruth Coates, Annabelle
• she bought fashionable Davis, Catherine Pickering, Sadie
clothes, went to Saratoga Mae Stremler, Gladys Winkel..s, New York, married a man, Anna Maude Guess,
Ida
:aire, and shortly after- Angle Wilson, Ethel Davis, Elois
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and has been willing to work.
His facts are usually accompanied by the corroborative dates,
names and references, and they
By John Selby
make sense. I have read one or
Associated Press Features
two sober products on Argentina,
written by -sober gentlemen who
'The Battle For Buenos Aires", have lived quite a spell in
by Sax Bradford
Buenos Aires, and gotten much
Sax Bradford
writes good, less solid nouirishment for my
bouncy prose,and apparently en- pains.
Mr. Bradford makes the sitoys doing it. He came very close
o burying the meat of "The Bat- uation clear, after a good many
le for Buenos Aires" under his introductory pages of pure color.
ood, bouncy prose, and if he Argentina is a country in which
had, it would have been a same the mass of people is pro-demoThe book is one of the best ex- cratic. It is governed, however,
pressions I have read of the un- by a kind of false aristocracy
derlying difficulties in Argen- corruptly maintaining itself layt
ina. Those who write about that a series of deals so complicated
nfortunate country from the as to make one's head swim. It
point of view of long residence contains a large Italian minority
here will, I am sure, point out which gives surprisingly little
hat Mr. Bradford was only in trouble, and a fmaller German
rgentina a short whilz, and this minority which has been organ- FANS ARRIVE FOR "STREET CAR DERBY"—liace
fans stream out of trolleys and into Churcs true. But he is a good news- ized to the teeth as a bridge hill Downs at Louisville, Ky., for the Kentucky Derby which
was termed
paperman, a careful observer, head into the Americas that because of the popularity of that means of conveyance to the track. The the "street car derby"
war placed transportaB6rlin realizes it must hold at tion restrictions on the classic. One of the Downs steeples is in left
background.
—AP Telemat
avis, Pearl Drennan and Alvin whatever cost.
county prior to April 1. A num41,000 Chicks Started
ritchard, Wylie Baker, Leonard
The tin used to solder parts in
hort, Virgil Morehead, Clark
British clubs of amateur pigFarm Agent Robert F. Spence ber of brick, stone and lantern a medium Army tank would
aker, David Kirk, Claude Kol- raisers provided 7,000 tons
of notes that more than 41,000 brooders have been built in the make 10,000 tin cans.
insky and Wm. D. Mott.
bacon in 1942.
chicks were started in Rockcastle county this year.
Everybody reads The Leader

uidepost Literary

GOVERNMENT REVISES RULING
ON RE-ROOFING AND RE-SIDING
HOUSES
—*
Restrictions Lifted in Use of Asbestos

With the removal of the restrictions on the use of
asbestos shingles for re-siding and re-roofing houses,
home owners need no longer thing of temporary repairs. If your home needs re-roofing, if the sidewalls
need painting or repair, you can now apply JohnsManville Asbestos Shingles. And you can buy them
at pre-war prices, too. Most home owners are familiar
with the fireproof and durable qualities of JohnsManville asbestos shingles but they may not know
home owners need no longer think of temporary recently been developed in the J-M laboratories. We urge
you to investigate these new shingles today.

That They May
Share Our Fruits
of Victory...

Because Asbestos Siding Shingles need no preservative treatment—are fireproof—permanent as stone—and
will completely transform the appearance of your home
.—and because asbestos roofing shingles have these
same desirable qualities, they are the safest investment you can make in protecting your home now and
for the future. We will be glad to show you samples
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known

nouncements:

John D. Hertz' highly favored Count Fleet,
with Jockey Johnny
ning of the Kentucky Derby at Churchill
Louisville, Ky.
the mutels paid $2.80 to win. The field, Downs,
in finish order (with
Slide Rule (3), Amber Light (4), Bankrupt (5),
No Wrinkles (6),
"Rochester" Anderson's Burnt Cork (10).
—AP Telemat

V

FOR
have been
-foot fence.

THE FLEET LEADS FIELD AT FIRST TURN—H
the rail, County Fleet leads the Kentucky Derby field into the first turn on his way ugging
to win the Churchill Downs classic. Second
point was Gold Shower, who finished eighth, and third
at this
last. A crowd estimated at "better than 50,000" saw thewas Burnt Cork (on outside), who finished
race. In other years, 90,000 were on
hand.
—AP Telemat

LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
A Four Year
Record as a Farmers Commissioner
of Agriculturdo
And a Lifetime Farm Background

'Long asbestos spinning fibre is an essential material
In many war products. In mining asbestos, for every
ton of long asbestos fibre, many tons of shorter fibre
must be produced. This shorter fibre must be utilized,
and its principal use is in the manufacture of asbestos
shingles. Restrictions were therefore lifted to increase
the use of asbestos shingles and thereby insure an adequate supply of long asbestos fibre vitally needed for
war.

G

UARDING THEM—saving

thousands of lives every
year—is an army of fire-prevention experts maintained for America's
protect/0 by Capital Stock fire insurance
uOinpitnies.
In peace and war,these companies stand
constant guard over our lives and jobs and
homes. Helping authorities discover and

$

correct fore hazards that threaten our communities. Ser,ing that materials and equipment we buy are as safe as man can make
them. Mapping better ways of guarding
homes, industries and vital materials
against loss...
In 30 years, they have reduced both the
rate of fire loss and the average cost of fire
insurance by more than 40%.

Let us give you the sure protection of this
double-duty insurance that pays if fire
strikes—and helps keep fires from starting.

kV INS

PRINCETON LUMBER CO. MARK CUNNINGHAM, Agent
PRINCETON

PHONE 260

111

W. Market Street

Phone 81

$4
, .
,
4st
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AKIN'S
The New Ready-To-Wear Store

OGDEN MEMORIAL
METHODIST CHURCH
E. S. Denton, Pastor
9:45 A.M. Sunday School
11:00 A.M. "Noble Brot
herhood."
7:30 P.M. A message on
prison
work by Chaplain L. I.
Chandler.

(In the Building Formerly
Died by Penney's,
Hookinsvi
HEAVY FIRE POWER PLUS
terrain at Washington, a new MOBILITY—Moving over rough
fire power with mobility, plowarmy M-12, which combines high
s through a dense thicket on
hillside smashing trees in its
a
gun on a M-3 tank chassis. It way. The M-12 mounts a 155 mm.
can
hurl
a
95
poun
d
projectile 10
miles with enough wallop to
knock out fortifications or a
cru icer.
heavy
AP

PIMPLES DISAPPEARED
OVER NIGHT

°mat

Yes, it is true, there is
harmless medicated liquid a safe
called
Kleerex that dries up
over night. Those who pimples
follow
simple directions and
Kleerex upon retiring wereapplied
ingly surprised when they amaztheir pimple had disa found
These users enthusiasticallppeared.
Kleerex and claim they y praise
longer embarrassed and are no
happy with their clear are now
complexions. Don't take our word
for it,
use Kleerex tonight. If
application does not satisfy, one
you get
your money back. There is
risk so do not hesitate. For no
sale
by Dawson's Drug Store.
adv

The
BRONZOLEUM

Concrete Burial Vault

COL. ROOSEVELT AT
MALTA—Col. Elliott Roos
son of President Roosevelt,
evelt (left),
RAF fighters on the bom on a visit to Malta, sees how veteran
b-sc
arre
d
isla
nd
load cannon shells
into a magazine of one of
Malta's warplanes.
—AP Telemat
Pvt. Creed Thurman, Cam
p
Buckner, N. C., arrived Wedn
esday to spend a furlough
with
friends and relatives.

Proven Dependability
Beauty
Permanence
Strength

Sold Only Thni
Funeral Directors.
Made and Serviced by

KATTER JOHN
Concrete Products
Paducah, Ky.

To make this simple, no
hearing test. If you are temprisk
orarily deafened, bothered
ing buzzing head noise by rings due to
hardened or coagulated wax
(cerumen), try the Ourine
Home
Method test that so man
y say has
enabled them to hear well
You must hear better after again.
making this simple test or
you get
your money back at once
about Ourine Ear Drops . Ask
today
at Dawson's Drug
Store.
adv

Stephens, Sr.
Card Of Thanks
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. H.
We deem it a privilege to be
Stephens, Jr.
able to take this means of
expressing, in a feeble way,
to
our relatives, neighbors
and Administrator's Notice
friends our sincere apprecia
tion
All persons knowing themfor their many deeds of
kind- selves to
be indebted to the esness and words of syrnpath
y extended to us during our
period tate of Charles F. Lester, deof anxious waiting, and whe
ceased, please come forward and
n the
final word came that our
make satisfactory settlement; and
darling son and brother, Dani
el, had all persons holding claims against
made the supreme sacrifice.
said date, please present them,
We have been assured thro
properly proved, for payment.
ugh
letters received from the
J. M. Lester,
British hospital that he pass
Administrator.
ed
3t
joyously and bravely just on
as
"ATHLETE'S FOOT"
he had lived.
We know that God in his
I Made This Test
infinite wisdom doeth all
things
I
lear
ned the germ imbeds
well.
self deeply. Requires a stroitOur faith has
been
made penetrating fungicide. TE- ng
OL
stronger and heaven
brought solution made with 90% alcohol
nearer.
increases penetration. Reaches
May the loving spirit
of the more germs faster. You feel it
Christ child dwell within
each take hold. Get the test size TEOL at any drug store. Try it
of you.
for
Mr. and Mrs. Geo H. sweaty smelly or itchy feet. Today at Wood Drug Co.
Adv.

TONIGHT

AKIN'S
"FOR SMARTER THINGS"

READY-TO-WEAR STORE
Hopkinsville,
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pkinsville by the Rev. J.
will, pastor of the First Ba
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eks, Miss Betty Newman a
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or her wedding, the bri
re a light blue suit with no
e accessories. Her corsage w
pink rosebuds. The groom w
uniform.
•eut, Pool is a son of MI
ne Taylor, Detroit, He w
dusted from Officers Trai
School in Ft. Sill, Okla. i
vember and is now a secon
tenant in the Field Artiller
Fort Knox.
ieut. and Mrs. Pool will mak
ir home in Louisville.

atson-Fischer
r. and MI s, Fred Watson, Mc
St., announce the marriag
their daughter, Jessie Mae,
geant John Fischer. son o
. Bertha Schach, Princeton
w Jersey, Saturday, ma
The ceremony was perform
a military fashion at Chape
en, Camp Campbell, wit
aplain Samuel Steinmetz, Jr.,
iciating. Attendants were S. George DeVoe and Miss Narrus Sharpe and guests were
Christine Phillips and Mrs.
ith Wadlington.
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aliX-Meeks

SUNDAY
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pen141 9i/re
••• and the girls
they love!

e marriage of Miss Mary
es Fralix and Mr. Eugene
ks, took place in Charleston,
May
Mrs
is a d
L
of
Walter Fralix, Fre. Meeks is a son
Mr. and Mrs. James Meeks,

adatMeek
erdres ssy

imble-Crider
. and Mrs. Charles Hershel
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FRIDAY
*ANGER)

SEEDS!
WHILE THEY LAST
For our "Brighten-up Days
"
Event we're giving a pack
age of Burpee Flower Seed
s
free to adults purchasing
any
item in our store. Come
in
for yours, today!

141g4Z4ZeGti P0441400
THE MAN ON AMERICA'S CONSCIENCE!

The centurion answered
swered and said, Lord,
I
am not worthy that
thou
shouldest come under my
roof: but speak the word
only, and my servant.
shall be healed.
And Jesus said unto
the
centurion. Go thy way
and thou hast believed
,
so be it done unto
And his servant thee.
was
healed in the self
-same
hour.

His story is
an inspiration
to an America
lacing the

ordeal of
Today!
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For Those Warm

We cordially invite
the ciiia%
of Caldwell county
to visit
in our newly decorated
andak
pletely modern busin
ess ho%
where they may
have ka%
to a line of the finest
mere*
dise obtainable with specia
l%
phasis on smart
sportaweik
We carry a line of
Natitiat4
advertised Dresse!,
and 004
merchandise.

COAL ROLLS AGAIN—Sho
rtly after the return of thousands of
coal miners to their jobs, the
out of the Clover Fork mine first coal is shown being brought
at Harlan, Ky.
—AP Telemat

ree

Wanted! Men And
Women Who Are
Hard of Hearing

er
•sh-Pool

CROSS ROADS
CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Rev. Chas. P. Brooks
will
preach at the Cross Roads Chri
stian Church Saturday night,
May
8, at 7:30 o'clock.

6:30 P.M. Youth Fell
owship
service. Ruth Herron, lead
er.
E. W. Palmer says "An
empty
pew cheats and betrays the
person who belongs in it."

or L

Laramie, Wyo. (1P)—The University of Wyoming's 1942 Victory garden contest for coeds was to the four best gard
nirt
so popular the university this
— year decided to quadruple the Everybody r.

41.1;0 :%,

COBB BAPTIST CHURCH
Rev. J. T. Cunningham will
preach at Cobb Sunday morn
ing
at 11 o'clock and at 2 o'clock
that
afternoon. He will preach
at
Cedar Bluff Baptist Church Sunday night at 7:30.
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—Matt. 8:8, 13
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Spring Days
Young Men's

SLACK SUITS
$7.50
Blue and Suntan
Slack Sox in all colors, in
stripes, plaids and solids.

HAYWARD

One gallon of Rem-Ton
e
Miracle Wall Finish (at $2.98
per gal.) is all you need
to
decorate an average room
Use it right over wallpaper.
and most interior surfaces
Covers with one coat. Dries.
in one hour. No offensive
paint odor. And it's washable!

See a demonstration!

:Crawl s ifti

A

SEMI-LUSTRE
Ideal for kitchen aid bathroom walls and ceilings —
also woodwork.
Amazingly wash$3.65
able. Beautiful
colors.

130—*.

TENNESSEE

VAN -

Your home is
your biggest an"
best investment.
Protect it with l
SWP house paint.

A nice assortment in Men's

STRAW HATS
75¢ to $3.00

PRESENTS FOR GRADUATES

HUSSEY

4

Volume of these famous

PARANI01 \ I NEWS

TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY

'Silver Queen

LIONEL

BARRYMORE
--plus--

MERRIE MELODY CAR
TOON
VICTORY SHORT
FOX MOVIETONE NE
WS

AY
Matinee Opens 11:45 a.m
.—Night Show Starts
6:00 p.m.

GEORGE BRENT aid PRISCILLA LANE
with

EN QUIZ

COMING!
is

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

ENAMELOID
QUICK-DRYING ENAMEL
Brighten-up furniture, woodwork,
83c
toys w i't h this I
pt.
me-coat enamel.

MORRIS • PARKER
Plus Second Big Feature

20th Century Adion...19th Centu

Style!

Eldred Hardware Co.
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STARRING

OUR GANG

II •

Wood & McElfatrick

MARCH OF TIME

RUTH

SATURD

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
SWP HOUSE PAINT

EUGENE

LYNNE

DEKKER • OVERMAN • PALLE

HEFLIN
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
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Woodman Spare That Tree

CHAPTER 12
"Gang Busters"
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r and Mrs. T. P. Cash, S.
,rson street, announce the
age of their daughter, Doroto Lieut. Gid Shelby Pool,
p Knox, on Sunday, May 2.
peremony was performed in
kinsville by the Rev. J. T.
is, pastor of the First BapChurch. They were accomed by Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
ks, Miss Betty Newman and
T. P. Cash.
or her wedding, the bride
a light blue suit with navy
accessories. Her corsage was
ink rosebuds. The groom was
niform.
cut. Pool is a son of Mrs.
e Taylor, Detroit, He was
uated from Officers TrainSchool in Ft. Sill, Okla. in
ember and is now a second
cnant in the Field Artillery
Mrs. John Fischer
Fort Knox.
eut. and Mrs. Pool will make Trimble,
Nashville, announce the
r home in Louisville.
marriage of their daughter, Mary
Jeanette, to Jacob Ewing Crider,
atson-Fischer
Friday, April 13.
r and MI s. Fred Watson, McMr. Crider is a son of Mrs.
St., announce the marriage Johnson
Crider, Fredonia. He is
daughter,
Jessie Mae, to a
heir
Sergeant in the Army Air
gtsanl John Fischer, son of
Corps, Tucson, ArizOna. Sergt.
Bertha Schach, Princeton, Crider
was formerly employed
Jersey, Saturday, May at
Hollowell's Drug Store and
he ceremony was performed lived here for
several years.
a military fashion at Chapel Mrs. Crider is also a
former resiCamp
Campbell,
en,
with dent here.
plain Samuel Steinmetz, Jr.,
lilting. Attendants were SGeorge DeVoe and Miss Na- Woman's Club
is Sharpe and guests were
The Woman's Club will meet
Christine Phillips and Mrs. Friday afternoon, May 7, at
th Wadlington.
3:00 o'clock, at the George Coon
Memorial Library, it was announced Tuesday by Mrs. C. H.
alix-Meeks
Jaggers, president. Members of
he marriage of Miss Mary all departmen
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es Fralix and Mr. Eugene present.
ks, took place in Charleston,
Saturday, May 1.
rs. Meeks is a daughter of Senior Girl Scouts
and Mrs. Walter Fralix, FreAid Recreation Program
la, and Mr. Meeks is a son
The "Community Party" sponMr. and Mrs. James Meeks,
sored by the Senior Girl Scouts
cis.
at the Elks Club Saturday night,
May 1, proved vey successful.
imble-Crider
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The centurion answered
swered and said, Lord, I
not worthy that thou
oldest come under my
. ,,,f: but speak the word.
only, and my servant
shall be healed.
And Jesus said unto the
centurion. Go thy way
and thou hast believed,
so be it done unto thee.
And his servant was
healed in the self-same
hour.
—Matt 8:8, 13
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Personals

Hospital News
Miss Sizemore, nurse, returned
to duty Monday after an absence
of a week.
• • •
Leroy Thompson, Dalton, underwent a toe amputation Monday and continues to improve.
• • •
Mr. Freeman Bragdon, Mexico,
is improving after injuries he
received in a mine accident several weeks ago.
• • •
Mrs. Reba Horning, Shady
Grove, was dismissed Wednesday
after treatment.
• 0 •
Mr. Ford Hunter, Mexico, is
under treatment for a heart attack he suffered several days

Senior Class Play To
Be Presented Friday
The annual Senior Class Play,
presented Friday night, April 7,
"High Pressure Homer" will be
at 7:30 at Butler High Auditorium. Cast of characters include
Leslie Barber Lamb, Hilda Gresham, Margaret Ann Walker, Betty Newman, Jean Johnston, Loretta Ashley, Virginia Colson, Billy Spickard, Donald Granstaff,
George Greer, Gene Young and
George Robert Richie. Sponsors
are Misses Beulah Mullens and
Sarah Trotter and Coach Cliff
Cox.
ago.
• •
Mrs. Tom Fuller, Fredonia, is
much improved, after treatment.

itr Comfort on duty is a 'must.'
That's why so many nurses demand
these famous shots. Visaliry nurses'
shoes arc made to give the utmost
foot freedom with maxim= restful
case. Choose yours now

The Leader
Congratulates

WEST
NIGIE
Pt 111,0111) 1111a

were $34. At their regular meetInquiry Witness
ing Monday night at George
Coon Library, the group voted
to give $25 to the benefit of the
Jimmy Salato, science instruclocal Recreation Program and
the balance to be used for the tor at W.S.T.C., Bowling Green,
purchase of a staff for their and Lieut. Welby Madsen, Fort
troop flag.
Stevens, Oregon, spent last weekend in the home of Mr. and
Gradatim Club
Mrs. I. D. Worrell, West Main
The Gradatim Club met at the street.
• • •
home of Mrs. Fanny Akin, Washington street, Wednesday, May 5,
Mrs. Mary Katherine Spahr.
for their regular meeting and Mattoon, Ill., is visiting her parluncheon.
About
twenty-two ents, Mr. and Mrs. Herman Banmembers were present.
nister.
• • •
Misses Charlotte Adams and
Family Reunion
Robbie Lou Hobgood spent last
4 The Phelps family reunion was week-end in
Cayce, where they
held at the home of Mr. M. F. visited Miss Adams'
parents, Mr.
Phelps, Sunday, May 2, near and Mrs. R. E. Adams.
Fredonia. Present were his sister
•••
Amby, Mr. Hugh Phelps, Illinois;
Mrs. Alfred E. Nave, EvansJohn Phelps, Arkansas; Mrs. Nel- ville, spent last week-end
with
lie Hume, Louisville; Mr. and her parents, Mr. and
Giving her name as Mrs. Eula
Mrs. J. F.
Mrs. Luther Phelps, Detroit; Mr. Claycombe.
Smith, this witness appeared beHenry
• •
Prowell, Mrs. Glenn
fore a House committee inquiring
Phelps and children, Mr. and
Billy Reece, flying instructor ipto fees on war contracts, but
Mrs. Orvie Prowell and son, at Union City, Tenn.,
spent Sat- had little information to offer.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Phelps and urday and Sunday with
Record of the session contained
friends
family, Mr. Monroe Phelps, Mr. here.
references to unanswered quesand Rev. Everett McConnell,
tions about sOcial gatherings at• • •
Rev. and Mrs. Raymond ThurMrs. John F. Tracey has re- tended by "officers" at 2101 R st.,
man, Marion; Mr. and Mrs. Den- turned from Camp Van
northwest, in the heart of WashDorn,
nie Vinson, Mr. and Mrs. Ray- Miss., where she visited her
ington's swank residential dishusmond Vinson, Mr. and Mrs. Ed band who is stationed there.
trict, and copies of checks for
She
"research" work. —AP Telemat
Phelps and children and Mr. and also visited friends in Utica.
Mrs. Reg Phelps and children.
• • •
days ago. Mrs. Hoelscher is a
Guy Martin, Chicago, spent
sister of Mrs. Fred Howard and
last
week-end
here
with
his
Attend Derby
family. Mrs. Martin and little is the mother of little Miss Mary
.4 Among those from here attend- daughter,
Mary Burt, have been Katherine Hoelscher, who reing the 69th1 running of the Ken- here two
weeks visiting her sides with Mr. and Mrs. Howard.
tucky Derby in Louisville Sat- mother, Mrs. J.
A. Stegar. She
•• *
urday were Mr. and Mrs. Hugh will remain for
an extended
Pete Cavanah, NBC, Chicago,
Cherry, Mrs. Hugh Cherry, Jr., visit.
is visiting friends and relatives
Grayson Harralson,
• • •
Raymond
Jenkins, S. 0. Catlett, A. H.
Miss Elizabeth Worrell, student here this week.
• •
Blackburn, George Stevens, Bob at M. S. T. C.,
Murray, spent
Stevens, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin last week-end with
Mrs. Edwin Koltinsky is visither parents,
Koltinsky, Coach Cliff Cox and Mr. and Mrs. I.
ing her sister, Miss Margeret
D. Worrell.
Miss Dorothy Coleman.
Litchfield, in Louisville this
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Brewer, week.
• • •
Evansville, spent Sunday with
Fredonia W. M. S.
Mr. and Mrs. Durwood Turner
Mr.
Brewer's
mother,
Mrs. JenThe Missionary Society of the
are the guest's of Mrs. Turner's
First Presbyterian Church, Fre- nie Brewer. • • •
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. D.
donia, met last Friday afternoon
Barbara Ann Johnson, Padu- Dawson. Mr. Turner will leave
at the home of Miss Imogene
within the next few days for
Wigginton. Topic for discussion cah, spent last week as the Washington, where
he will be
guest
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Joe
Stanwas "India." Miss Dora Young
ley and little son, Robert Lee, employed in defense work. Mrs.
was leader for the afternoon.
Turner
will remain with her
Present were Mesdames Catil- Hopkinsville •road.
parents for an extended visit.
• •
la, John Rice, J. B. Sory, J. A.
Miss Lucy Terry White, Cadiz,
Parr, A. E. Rucker, W. M. Young,
is the guest of Miss Sarah Ade- It's Just Kid Stuff
Misses
Dorothy
Parr, Dora
lia Cunningham, at her home on
Etowah, Tenn. (W)—Neighbors
Young and Imogene Wigginton.'
S. Jefferson St.
of 74-year-old Sherman
Pack
•••
thought the farmer was doing his
Mrs. Wesley Hoelscher, of bit for victory by planting
a
Lincoln, Ill., is a patient in the large crop. But shucks,
his 108Deaconess Hospital there. She year-old father putters in
a vicunderwent an operation several tory garden!

1111 1. 01K 11N1 01

jtirotun's _funeral 101mile

Mr. and Mrs. Porter Boyd,
Princeton, on the birth of a son,
James Bowman, April 30.
* * *
Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Phelps,
Fredonia, on the birth of a
daughter, Margie LLou, April 27.
* * *
Mr. and Mrs. George Smiley,
Jr., Chicago, on the birth of a
daughter, May 2. Mrs. Smiley
is the former Dorothy Norman,
of the Princeton Hospital staff.
Mr. Smiley is the son of Mrs.
Ethel Smiley, Hopkinsville St.
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The longest hit on record for
a torpedo is 3,000 yards, made by
a German submarine in 1917 on
the U. S. destroyed Jacob Jones.
Everybody reads The Leader.

To Mother
•
With Love

NESDAY

ISCILLA LANE

Choose a gift that will express
your sentiment better than words. We've
been the favorite shopping place of Mothers since
1921, come in tomorrow and let us show
you all the clothes, lingerie, hats and accessories
we think would gladden your Mother's heart
on Mother's Day and every day thereafter.

e Overman
KITCHEN QUO
UR.

&

FRI.

e STORY OF A WOO
whose chicked
come Itost
to rood

LE
.9

Sunday, May 9
Mother's Day . . . So Get out "Ole Dobbin", Model T, or the
Packard and make ready for a happy occasion with mother, on
this, her day!
But before you start, let us make a few suggestions for something
nice to take her. Here are a few of the gifts she will appreciate
and remember. She deserves the best we can give her.

GIFTS FROM $1.00 UP
Watch Her Face Light Up When She Sees That Her Gift Came From

Dress, Hat, Purse, Gloves, Hose, Panties, Combinations, Brassieres,
"Ps, Gowns, Pajamas, Chemise, or something to brighten her
room such as: bedspread, sheet, pillow cases, towels, wash cloths
and rugs.

THE LILLIE F. MURPHY STORE
ST" 26th-27th-2

"THE EXCLUSIVE LADIES' STORE"
HOPKINSVILLE,

KENTUCKY

a y,
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President Ends
17-Day Tour With
Ft. Knox Visit
(By Associated Press)
Inspections of the nation's war
centers which President Roosevelt began at a Marine base at
Paris Island, S. C., April 14, ended at Ft. Knox last Tuesday amid
a blaze of tank and artillery fire
in a dazzling Army display of
armored offensive power.
It was as if a five-mile segment of the Tunisian front had
been picked up, compressed and
put back down in the Kentucky
Hills—live ammunition and all—
but minus an actual enemy.
Only one-ninth of the offensive strength of an armored division was used in the problem in
mock warfare, but it gave Mr.
Roosevelt a vivid picture of the
vast mass of highly mobile gunpower concentrated in one of
these tough fighting units.
After the shooting was over,
the President made a visit to
America's biggest safety deposit
box, where 80 percent of the
world's monetary gold bullion,
valued high in the billions, is
stored. Then he set out for Washington by special train.
From a hilltop in the middle
of this post, the headquarters for
all the armored forces of the
Army, Mr. Roosevelt watched
from an open car while a demonstration regiment drove an "enemy" armored spearhead back
across the Salt river, employing
every weapon at its command in
the process.
(By Associated Press)
Washington.—President Roosevelt ended a 20-state war inspection tour with an idea that
the youth of America, making
use of industrial plans and military camps, might well give a
year's service to their government in the post-war era.
He traveled 7,652 miles in 17
days, checking up on widely
scattered war activities and dropping down into Mexico to confer
with President Manuel Avila
Camacho.

Salt Will Cure
Feather-Picking
Larger feeding space and the
use of salt are cures for cannibalism or feather-picking among
chicks, says Prof. W. M. Insko,
Jr., of the Kentucky College of
Agriculture and Home Economics. In most cases, lack of
feeding space causes the chicks
to begin to pick at one another,
he says. Therefore, the first
thing to do is to provide longer
troughs so the chicks won't be
crowded.
The salt cure consists of putting salt at the rate of one pound
to 100 pounds of mash before the
chicks, letting them have no
other feed for two days only; or
putting a tablespoon of salt in a
gallon of water for the birds to
drink for one day only.
Prof. Insko lists the causes of
feather-picking as: 1. Overcrowding in the brooder. 2. Lack of
feeding space. 3. Too much light
in the brooder. 4. Overheating.

USE
BLUE STAMPS

HANDY POINT CHART FOR PROCESSED FOODS
Point Values of Popular Sizes, EffeOve May 2, 1943
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CANNED AND BOTTLED

CONTAINER SIZE...,
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5
14
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10
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23
5

8
21
25
15
13
21
34
7

11
28
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21
17
29

FRU rts (Include Pickled and Spiced):
APPM
Applesauce and Red Sour Chetrin
Apricots, Fruit Cocktail, Fruits for salad, or Mixed Fruit
Berries(al kinds) and Grapefrutt
Figs, Pears, and Cranberries or Sauce, whole, strained, or jollied
Peaches
—Pineapple
Plums or Prunes (all kinds)
FRUIT JUICES
Grapefruit and all other Citrus Juices, Fruit Nectars(excluding Papaya),
Grape Juice, and Prune Juice
Pineapple Juice
VEGETABLES:
Asparagus, Green or Wax Beans, all other Beans (except fresh shelled),
Corn (except vacuum packed and on-the-cob), and Mixed Vegetables
Fresh Shelled Beans(Including Unto and Black-eyed Peas)and Vacuum
Packed Corn
Greens, leafy (except Spinach)
Beets and Carrots
_Peas and Tomatoes
Sauerkraut
—Tomato Catsup or Chill Sauce,Tomato Pulp or Puree, and Tomato Sauce
(except when packed In combination dinners)
Tomato Pasts
Mushrooms, Pumpkin, or Squash, and Spinach
VEGETABLE JUICES*
Tomato Juice and Vegetable Juice combinations containing 70 percent
or more Tomato Juice

3
II
11
7
6
10
15
3

2
10

2
7

CONTAINER
SIZE
4

Tomato Soup
All other Soups (excluding Green Turtle, Clam Juice,
Broth, and Cocktail)
Soups, not concentrated (rudy-to-servs)

14

21

28

12
S
6
10
3

16
6
9
14
4

19
8
10
' 16
5

28
10
15
24
7

39
14
21
34
9

10
15
8

1320
11

16
25
14

v.

29
46
26

5

CONTAINER
SIZE
4

FROZEN

FRUITS, BERRIES, AND JUICES:
Strawberries
All other Fruits and Berries
VEGEI ARLES:
Beans, Baked
Beans, Green (ail styles)
Beans, Lima (all varieties)
Corn, Cut
Corn-on-cob
Peas
_Spinach
All other Vegetables and Vegetable Combinations(excluding
Kale)

14
19

6

preserves sre

BABY
FOODS
8

4
22

12

4

Ii', 11w.

3
17

8

Note.—Jems, jellies, marmalades, fruit butters and rimers&

SOUPS

3
12

47_
9

8

11

NOT ra

CONTAINER
SIZE —>

All canned or bottled types and
varieties, except Milk and
Cereal (including Custards).

This chart only lists point values
for the most popular sizes. See
the official chart at your grocer's
for other sizes and their point
values

CAUTION

Only items on this chart require
the surrender of Blue Stamps
from War Ration Book Two

THE GARDEN
By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
College of Agriculture and
Home Economics

The Insects—First Call

It will not be long, now, before
the first insects come. In fact,
some of them have already started, but the cool weather has
held them back.
The crops affected are the
early greens and cabbage, and
potatoes.
On the former, no doubt here
American warplane engines are and there
crinkling of the leaves
tseted to operate in temperatures
has been observed, or perhaps
from 67 degrees below zero to
the stunting of growth. Looking
120 degrees above.
within the curled leaves are
found masses
of soft-bodied
sluggish insects, the plant lice.
On cabbage, particularly, these
may be Southern lice that came
with the plants, and a way to
have avoided having to fight
them later would have been to
douse the slips in a strong tobacco solution or Evergreen or

Service Insurance
Agency

Red Arrow. The way to stop
them, now, is to spray with any
of these materials, or dust with
rotenone, taking pains to direct
the material against the bodies
of the lice themselves, as these
are "contact poisons."
Too, during the next few sunny days, yellow "butterflies"
will be seen bobbing about
touching cabbage leaves
here
and there. Wherever they touch,
small greenish eggs are found,
the eggs out of which hatch the
well-known green cabbage
worms. While one may wait until these can be seen, it is the
part of wisdom to apply the
control beforehand, namely, rotenone dust, as this material
holds potency for a week or
longer. While it is true that an
arsenical would be effective also,
as arsenate of lead or Pans
green, one would have to give
over, anyhow, to using "nonpoisonous" rotenone when heading starts.
On potatoes just up, will be
found minute holes, gnawed
not quite through, the work of
the black fleabeetle. Although

the potatoes appear to outgrow
this damage, it does handicap
them, especially when warm, dry
weather comes, and is quite
worth while keeping at a minimum.
The best way to combat the
fleabeetle is to spray with Bordeaux mixture, starting when
the average height is 3 inches.
Because the Colorado beetle may
always be expected, sooner or
later, arsenate of lead should be
stirred into the Bordeaux. Two
weeks after the first, another
spraying should be given, and
another, in two weeks, again.
Bordeaux is a double-duty
spray, for besides stopping the
fleabeetle, it checks the blight,
the leaft-spotting disease that
knocks off leaves and causes the
potato plants to "die down"
sometimes weeks
before
the
tubers ha v e finished making
size.
The manufacture of carpets
has been carried on from very
early times by the Assyrians,
Persians, Arabs, Chinese and Indians.

May Is Candidate
For Lieut. Governor

William H. May, present Commissioner of Agriculture of Kentucky, has announced his candidacy for Lieutenant Governor,
subject to action of the Democratic party in the primary,
August 7.
Mr. May is a native of Prestonburg and a nephew of Congressman A. J. May, chairman of the
House Military Affairs Committee. Previous to his election to
State office, May was affiliated
with the Farm Credit Administration and the Federal Land Bank
of Louisville, occupying the position of Farm Supervisor with
that institution. He has been land
appraiser for the Interstate Commerce Commission and various
railroad companies throughout
the southern part of the United
States.
Mr. May was educated at Randolph Macon Academy, Front
Royal, Va., and the University
of Kentucky. He was married to
Miss Betsy Simpson, of Nicholasville and Madisonville, in 1931.
They have two children.
By virtue of his office. Mr.
May is a member of the Board
of Trustees of the University of
Kentucky; chairman of the State
Board of Agriculture; a member
of the State Fair Board, and a
member of the State Board of
Veterinary Examiners.

Farmers Promised
Harvest Machinery
"We will do our best to see
that more harvesting machinery
is ready by the time it is needed," is the crux of a telegram
from Chester Davis, director of
the War Food Administration, to
M. D. Royse, chairman of the
Kentucky AAA and USDA War
Board.
"This is the most important
planting season in American
history," the communication continued. "We can still increase
the number of acres we plant.
In a very few days it will be
too late. The War Food Administration will work for continuing price supports at fair levels
in order to minimize risks. We
ask farmers to take an extra
degree of chance in this year for
their country . . . to plant in
full the acreage they can expect
to handle under the most favorable circumstances!
Mr. Royse encouraged all farmers not only to increase the number of acres to be planted but
to encourage neighboring farmers to produce to the limit.
"This is no time for hesitancy."
Royse stated. "The farmers of
Kentucky can be proud of some
of the most fertile land in the
Nation. Now is the time for them
to use this land for complete allout war production!

Pickles And Tomatoes
Meade county farmers will
grow several hundred acres of
cucumber pickles and tomatoes
for a Louisville canning company. The contracts call for a
price of $3 a 100 pounds for
No. 1 pickles; $2 for No. 2 and
$1.50 for No. 3. For tomatoes the
price is $26 a ton for No. 1 and
$16 for No. 2.

Recommends Dust
For Lousy Cattle

Soybeans Vs. Hemp
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It
season
this
of hair at
Kenually the sign of lice. The
Experiment
tucky Agricultrual
with
Station recommends dusting
sodium
of
parts
two
of
mixture
a
fluosilicate, one part of phenothiazine and one part of white
flour. Apply one to two ounces
evenly all over the body, rubbing
aniinto the hairy parts of the
or
mal, including the tail. Two
three treatments may be necessary. They should be applied at
eek intervals.
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DEAD STOCK - HORSES, MULES
COWS AND SHEEP
Removed Free of Charge . . . Sanitary Trucks
Our driver is courteous, answering calls prompt.
ly. We pay all phone calls.

Phone 423 - Princeton, Ky.

Kentucky Rendering Works
1-NiElarafEraf

REV. W. C. STAPLETON
GIVES RETONGA CREDI
He Was Living On Soft
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Rev. W. C. Stapleton
tion, and pains in my m
also have been relieved. I
regained fifteen pounds, and
walk anywhere I want to go.
feel confident that anyone
fering as I did will be glad
gave Retonga a thorough trial'
Rev. Stapleton formerly Ii
in Ashland and Winchester. Ky
and Huntington, W. Va., wh
he is well known. Retonga
purely herbal gastric tonic
bined with Vitamin B-1. Reto
may be obtained at Dawson
Drug Store.—Adv.
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"l'ns sorry, dear to heavy business,
there will bre a On.- or two-hour
delay on your call"...

H
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These conditions may be the
signs of Vitamin B deficiency.
Take Bezel Vitamin B Complex Capsules daily. High unit.
Pleasant tasting. Contain 5 of
the B vitamins.

NO APPETITE?
MONEY BACK

GIVE YOU A

Women!

REAL "LIFT" IN

Here is a name
to remember

JUST 10 DAYS!

Uee4 Gig•tonic, Cardat usually pope up appetite, aids digeetioso, and thus helps build
energy foe the -time" toast:no.
Started 3 days before your
bate, and taken as directed, it
should help relieve pain due
eme purely functional causes.
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VARIETY
HAMBURGER

North Wales i,s said to produce
the world's best slate.

IF BEXEL DOESN'T

'See directions on label
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Declaring that Retonga relieved him of about six years of distress from nervous indigestion
which had forrd him to live on
soft foods for a long time, Rev.
W. C. Stapleton, well known retired minister of Monticello, Ky.,
adds his name to the hundreds
praising
this famous herbal
stomachic and Vitamin B-1 medicine.
"Even though I lived on soft
foods, I suffered just the same
with distress from acid indigestion and terrible gas bloating in
my stomach," declares Rev.
Stapleton. "I felt so weakened
that I could not walk more than
two blocks without stopping to
rest. I had to dose myself with
strong laxatives every week, and
often I felt so stiff and sore
in my muscles and joints that I
could hardly move about.
"Retonga began relieving me
almost at once. Now I have a
splendid appetite and I feel no
distress. The soreness, constipa-

OFFICIAL TABLE OF

County Agent Hobert
dolph says Livingston

McKESSON & ROBBINS, INC.

In the same spirit, keep your property protected

Beicet

by insuring with

C. A. Woodall
INSURANCE AGENCY
117 W. Main Street

Phone 54

VITAMIN B COMPLEX
CAPSULES
40's-980 • 100's—$1.98

It Means:

All long distance telephone lines to
the place you are calling are overcrowded with
urgent war business.
Under such conditions, if your call isn't extremely
urgent, it will help a lot if you will tell the operator
to cancel yovr call, so as to avoid still further crowding of the lines.
If your call is important, but you can wait until
some other time to talk, then tell the operator to
cancel the call, and try again when you find the
lines are less crowded.
The deeper we get into this war, the greater the
demand for more and more long distance telephone
service for war agencies. Their calls must go over
the some lines that civilians use.
SO in order to give all aid possible to those who
are responsible for the successful carrying on of
this war, we are asking civilians to make only the
most necessary long distance telephone calls, and
to be brief on all calls.
May we count on your cooperation?

SOUTHERn BELL TELEPRODE
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No. 2—EffectIve May 2, 1943
Points
par lb.

COMMODITY

VARIETY
Brains
Hearts
Kidneys
Levers

II
7
8

9
9
9

Blade Rib standing (chine
bone on)(Ir cot)
Rib standing(chine bone on)
(r cut)
Wade Rib standing (cenn
bone on)(r cur)
Round lip

8

Cled 01 Middle —bonsioss

6
7

3

Tails (es IMMO- Tongues
Tripe

2

7
6

6

STEWS AND OTHER CUTS
Breast bone in
Breen boneless
Flank Meal
Neck bone in
Neck boneless
Shank bone in
Shank and Heel Meat boneless
Ground Veal and Patties
veal ground from necks,
flanks, shanks, breasts,
and miscellaneous veal
trimmings

5

VARIETY MEATS
Brains
Hearts ..
Kidneys _—
livers
Sweetbreads
Tongues

4
4

5
4

6
5

5
6
6
4

Nett
per

—
Brains .
.....
Sausage
Bali
Chill Con Came....._
Deviled Ham
Deviled Tongue
Dried Beet
Hams and Picnics (whole
or halt)
Luncheon Meal
Meal bat
Meal Spreads
Pigs Feet, bone In

2

ROASTS
Rump and Sirloin bone in
Rump and Sirloin boneless
Leg
Shoulder bone In
Shoulder boneless

OTHER CUTS

HAMBURGER
Beet ground from necks.
flanks. shanks, skirts, heel
el round. briskets, plates,
and miscellaneous beef
trimmings and beet tat

4

STEAKS AND CHOPS
Loin Chops
Rib Chops
Shoulder Chops
Round Steak (cutlets)
Sirloin Steak or Chops

Rump lone M
RUMP homiest

Short Ribs
Plate hone hi
Plate boneless..
Bnsket bone In
Bnsket boneless
Flank Meat
Neck bone in
Neck boneless
Heel ol Round boneless
Shank bone in
Shank boneless

2
4

MEATS
(In tin or glass
contalnors)
—

Pigs Feet, boned Cutlets
Potted and Deviled
Meats
Sausage In Oil
12 Tamales
Tongue. Beet
10 Tongue. Lamb
7 Tongue, Pork
6 Tongue Veal
Vienna Sausage
2 All Other
2
6
3
6

6
7
6

8
4
6

6

STEAKS AND CHOPS
Loin Chops
RIO Chops
Leg Chops and Sleeks
Shoulder Chops blade
arm chops

boneless

Shank bone in
Lamb Patties lamb ground
from necks, flanks, shanks,
breasts, and miscellaneous
lamb trimmings

5
8

6

6

7

6

3
4
6
4

Beef
Ham, bone In, vrhole obi
Ham, born eke
Ham, butt end
Ham, shank end
Ham boneless ail Ian*
slices _
Picnic CaShouldot—bonola
Pit11K or Shoulder—boneless
Tongues, slices
Spareribs
Pigs Feet bonds
Dried

0
0

9

12
11

11
10

w Wort

7
7
6
9
8

The point •aluo al any
other ready-to-eat total
itesn shall ba determined
by adding 2 points pet
pound to tha point value per
pouod oh the uncooked item
how which it is prepared II
it is sold whole, en 3 poisds
per pound shall be added
it is ceoked and sliced.

7

SAUSAGE
Dry Sausage—Herd: Typical
items are hard Saiml,lanl
Corn:lat. and POWWOW_

6

OTHER PORK CUTS
Sparerib
Neck and Backbones
Foe Lune in
Fat Backs and Clear Plates__
Plates, regular
Jowls
Hocks and Knuckles
Leaf Fat

2

3
5
3
3

VARIETY MEATS
Brains
Chitterlings
Ears
Hearts
Kidneys_
Livers
Sweetbreads_
Tongues
Tails
Snouts

;:11:

FATS AND OILS

7
7
7
7
7
7
1
7
7
7
3

Butter'
Lard'
Shortening'
Margarine .
Salad and Cooking Oils
(1 pint-t pound)_

Bonito
Crabmeat
Mackerel__
Salmon .
Sardines
Sea Herring
Sea Mussels
Shrimp
Tuna
Yellow Tall
All Other

AND BARBECUED

7

Regret or skein.

Bacon slab or Meat, rind en. 7
Bacon slab or piece, rind oft. 8
Bacon sliced, rind on
Bacon Canadian style, piece
or sliced
11
Bacon rinds
1
Bacon plate and low!
5
squares

FISH
Paints
(In any hertnetIcally
er,
sealed contain..)

4
2
7
7
6
7

7

BACON

S

4

ROASTS
Loin whole, halt, or end cuts.
Loin center cuts
Ham, whole or hall_......
Ham, butt end
Ham, shank end
Ham, boneless slices.
Ham, boneless, whole or hall
Shoulder shank hall(Picnic)
bone in
Shou'der sbaak halt(picnic)
boneless
Shoulder butt hall (Boston
butt) bone in
Shoulder butt hall (Boston
butt) boneless

5

per lb.,

COOKED,SOILED,BAKED

6

6

3

3

Of

STEWS AND OTHER CUTS
Breast and Flank
Neck bone In

VARIETY MEATS
Brains
Hearts
Livers
Kidneys
Sweetbreads
Tongues

COMMODITY

READY-TOEAT MEATS

STEAKS AND CHOPS
Center Chops
End Chops
Loin boneless, fresh and
cured only
Tenderloin
Ham, bone In, slices
Shoulder Chops and Steaks._
Bellies, trash and cured only.

7

ROASTS
Leg whole or part
Sirloin Roast bone In
Yoke, Rattle, Of Triangle bone In
Yoke, Rattle. or Triangleboneless
Chuck or Shoulder square
cut bons in
Chuck or Shoulder, squarecut boneless
Chuck or Shoulder, uoss)
cut bone In

Neck

rehab
pier lb.

COMMODITY

PORK

MEATS

VEAL

7

Points
pee lb.

COMMODITY

LAMB—
MUTTON

Sweetbreads

9
7

cut)

MEATS
(In tin or glass
containers)

swab.

BEEF

ROASTS
Rib standing(chine boas oat

STEWS AND

Pointe

COMMODITY

BEEF

Chuck or Shoulder bone IL

nitary Trucks
calls prompt.

•

OFFICIAL TABLE OF CONSUMER POINT VALUES FOR MEAT, FATS, FISH, AND CHEESE
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CHEESES,
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natural ch
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Pants

2
1
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1
4

5
2
4

2

3
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CHEESES

Eaneefee .1
$
5

3

Semi dry Sausage: Typical
items are soft Salami,
Thuringer, and Mortadella
Fresh, Smoked and Cooked
Sausage:, Typical Items
are Pork Sausage,Wieners,
Bologna, Baked LOMA
and liner Sausage
Group I: 100% meat cow
lent
Group 21 Not less than 90%
meat; Liver Sausage Included regardless of Intim
meat content
Group 3: Not less than 50%
meat
Group 4: Less than 50% but
more than 10% meat;
Souse and Head Cheese
Included regardless of higher meal content

Cheddar (Amerman)
Swiss
Brick
Munster
Limburger
.
Dehydrated- Grated_
Club

4

Prim

CHEESES

Greek (all hard varieties)_
Process Cheese
Cheese Foods

raiisael

6

I
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8
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All
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Smoked
Italian (all hard varieties).
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This is the official table of consumer point values for meat, fats, fish and cheese which became effective May 2, 1942.

-H Club News
e hundred 4-H club memin Pendleton county will be
ing 805 wartime projects
summer and 150 members,
ur times the usual number,
g poultry. The quota of 25
of castor beans will also
own.
e Indian Creek 4-H club in
en county has successfully
ed a school lunch program.
child brought a part of
week's food from home and
- All food was prepared
club boys and girls.
expected that more than

300 club members will take ad vantage of the offer of the Laurel 4-H club council to supply
each member with 50 chicks and
100 pounds of feed, to be paid
for later with 12-week-old roosters to the amount of $10.35.
Eddie Schadler of Alexandria.
Campbell county, had 450 chicks
hatch about March 1 and is keeping them in a new brooder
brooder
house with a brick
There are 150 4-Hers in the
county who are raising poultry.
Six members of the Athens
4-H club in Fayette county are
members of oile family They arc
feeding 18 calves and raising
500 chickens, in addition to grow-

STRAW

For Light Cool
Summer Comfort

STRAW HAT DAY IS SATURDAY, MAY 15

ing a garden and being enrolled
in canning projects.
Thirty-five 4-H members in
Muhlenberg county are raising
2,000 chicks in cooperation with
the Central City
Commercial
Club which also supplied 100
pounds of feed for every 50
chicks. At roasting size, roosters
will be returned to settle the
account.
Robert Smith, 4-H club member in Nelson county has five
ewes and eight strong, healthy
lambs. Loss of lambs by some

members was due primarily to
improper feeding and bad weather at lambing time.
A 4-H club victory garden
contest in Woodford county is
being sponsored by the Versailles Chamber of Commerce with
the county newspaper cooperating. Prizes amounting to $80 will
be distributed among seven districts.
•
In many European countries,
slate is used as a roofing material for buildings.
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New Point Values
On Meats Placed
In Effect Sunday
(By Associated Press)
Washington.—The OPA has revised meat ration values, effective last Sunday morning, to
switch many American appetites
from round steak and center
pork chops to other cuts, especially spareribbs, brains, tongues
and pig knuckles. Some people
will find more expensive steaks
more attractive on a point comparison.
Round steak (both beef and
veal) and cente pork chops each
were raised a point to 9 points
a pound. Loin pork roasts, slices
of boneless ham steak and beef
flank steaks also went up from
8 to 9 points a pound. Round tip
beef roasts and veal sirloin or
chops went up from 7 to 8 and
veal leg roasts stepped up from
6 to 7.
Spareribs came down a point
from 4 to 3 points a pound, hocks
and knuckles from 3 to 2, and
meats (brains,
most variety
sweetbreads, etc.) were reduced
a point a pound each. An exception was liver which was unchanged at 6 for beef and 8 for
veal. Shank end ham, fresh or
ready-to-eat, was cut a point.
An oddity of the new schedule
is that, in coupons, round steak
becomes more expensive than
porterhouse steak, although the
latter usually costs about 13 cents
a pound more in cash. Persons
having more cash than coupons
may choose porterhouse, T-bone,
sirloin, club and rib steaks at
their continuing rate of 8 points
a pound (except 10 inch rib
which is 7) instead of round
steak at 9. End pork chops remain at 7, lamb loin chops at 8,
lamb rib chops at 7 and ham
butt roasts at 7.
Widely-rumored reductions in
luncheon meats, however, failed
to materialize, and despite contrary forecasts, beef hamburgers
did not increase, remaining at 5
points a pound.
The order was the first major
change in the scale of meat rations since beef, veal, lamb, mutton and pork were put under rationing on March 29. Minor adjustments in sausage points were
the only previous alterations.
The new decree made a few
changes in canned fish and cooking oils, but cheese and butter
remained at 8 points a pound;

Property
Values Are
Up...
—*—

Why Go With Half
Protection?
—*- -Service Insurance Agency
S. Harrison Street

Phone 490

SEE AND TRY
THE NEW VACU-MATIC GAS SAVER
Operates on the super-charge principle and fits all
makes of cars and trucks. It is entirely automatic and
allows the motor to breathe.
See your local dealer—

JOE STANLEY
Hopkinsville Road
lard, margarine and shortening
at 5. Salad and cooking oils, however, were reduced from 6 to 5
points a pint (or pound).
Canned sea mussels, which formerly were in a general category
requiring 7 points a pound, were
cut to 1. Caviar and fish roes

YEAR...
BY THE
WALLPAPER
GOOD
MONEY
YOU
SAVES

came down, too, from 7 to 3
points on a pound basis.
There are 6,350 registered hospitals of various types in the
United States.
Everybody reads The Leader

—^nieea

-

SENIOR CLASS PLAY
BUTLER HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM

Friday Evening, May 7
7:30 o'clock

"High Pressure Homer
CAST OF CHARACTERS
MRS. CHESTER WOODRUFF, who loves to go to
Betty Newman
funerals
CHESTER WOODRUFF, her husband, who loves
Billy Spickard
to go to fires
JUNIOR WOODRUFF, their son, who loves
Donald Granstaff
explosions
BOOTS WOODRUFF, their daughter, who loves
Margaret Ann Walker
to act
ARLENE WOODRUFF, their adopted daughter, who
Jean Johnston
loves them all
escape
to
loves
who
ZENITH, the Woodruff maid,
Hilda Gresham
work
Loretta Ashley
AUNT CORA, who loves to complain

hone lines to
rowded with
isn't extremely
I the operator
further crowdcan wait until
e operator to
you find the
the
e greater
telephone
nce
must go over

'VI

to those who,
rrying on of
ake only the
•ne calls, anti

SMART, DURABLE WOVEN HOPTU
Wide Brim, Alpine Shape, and Rayon Crepe

Band Add to the Distinction of This Hat
One of the
teams
44, fine
stYling •
don't want

season's smartest straw fitup with expert workmandetailing, and handsome
all at a thrift price you
to overlook.

CHETWYNDE CLUETT, who loves making
George Robert Richie
folks happy

smart and it's economical to re-decorate
with quality wallpaper. Good wallpaper lasts

COMPLETE SELECTION OF COOL
STRAWS FROM --- 98c to $3.98
PRINCETON

F.'FEDERATED STORES

The entire action of the play takes place in the living room
of the Woodruff family in a medium-sized Eastern town.
TIME: The present.
ACT I. Late afternoon in June.
ACT II. Afternoon; two weeks later.
ACT III. Noon; two weeks later.

At
65c Per Roll

'
It s

longer, is always attractive, and

retains

Average Room Cost
Including
Wall, Ceiling and Border
OTHER QUALLITIES:
4c Per Roll and Up

1

$10.38

its

beauty. It costs only a little more to buy . . .
but no more to hang. It saves you money
because it can be washed with soap and water
and will not fade. See our selections of quality
wallpapers before you re-decoratel

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES

SEE OUR

GOWIN & PAGE

RAPH

$198

MRS. MARGARET TAYLOR, who loves to
Leslie Barber Lamb
visit
BUNNY TAYLOR, her daughter, who loves to have
Virginia Colson
her own way
HOMER HAMPTON HAYWOOD, who loves to
Gene Young
promote
George
Greer
Arlene
loves
who
WAINRIGHT,
WADE

WALLPAPER

PURSE!
YOUR
PRICED FOR

At
35c Per Roll

$6.78
At
15c Per Roll

$3.69

CORNETTE'S

SPONSORS:
Miss Sarah Trotter
Miss Beulah Mullens
Coach Cliff Cox

Incorporated

Hopkinsville
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Drunks Convicted
In Police Court

Of the 138 million pq
son and social hour completed
olives
and Olive oil at
the program.
Mesdames Walter Barnes, R. T. 1990, 57 million came true
Thomson, Mary Thomason, Joe 50 million from Greeee,
Little Rock, Ark. (iP)—When
Horning, McKinley Smith, Ever- lion from Italy and 9
engineers of the Arkansas HighCreasey and Ed Barnes were from Portugal.
ett
way Department checked up to
Everybody reads
By agreement between the members present.
The
determine how many motorists Army and Navy, Princeton and
complied with the war time 35- Caldwell county men between
mile-an-hour speed regulation, the ages of 18 and 26, inclusive,
they reported:
may now volunteer for inductThe Division of Purchases and Public Pro
Percentage observing the rule, ion into the armed forces for
will offer for sale 1606.35 acres of land, located
21. Average speed of all ve- training as aviation cadets-62 between Dawson Springs and Iirineeton
Highway
hicles, 39.5 mph; Arkansas ve- pilots, bombardiers and navigaof Caldwell County known as the ju
edge
hicles, 39.4; out-of-state passeng- tors, through aviation cadet exthe
er cars, 44.3; pickup trucks, 35.7; amining boards and local SelectKeeney Game
large trucks, 37.4 and buses, ive Service Boards.
43.5.
Application blanks for Army
teRreefsutegde.in bidding on this property
Any one iinterested
Brannon and Lieut. and Mrs. C. Air Forces training can be obthe Division of Purchases ;Ind pu
contact
please
H. Brockmeyer, Jr., Dixon, tained from Pfc. Burr W. Hupp,
Station,
Recruiting
State Office Building, Frankfort, K1
Army
New
the
property,
of
Camp Breckinridge, visited Dr.
and Mrs. C. H. Brockmeyer Post Office Building, Paducah,
June 1, 1943, for bid forms and
than
later
not
Sunday afternoon. They also Mental and physical examinaupon which this property
terms
descriptio
of
n
Louisville,
and
visited Mr. and Mrs. Shell Hun- tions are taken at
induction arranged through draft
be sold.
saker, Princeton.
Mrs. J. B. Sory and Miss Dora boards here. No definite formal
Young are visiting their brother, schooling is required.
Graduates from aviation cadet
Polk Young and Mrs. Young,
Madisonville. Mrs. J. E. Hillyard training are appointed second
lieutenants or flight officers at
also went with them.
Mr. W. M. Young and Billy a salary of from $291 to $327
Sam, spent Sunday night
in monthly, in addition to an initial uniform allowance of $250.
Shelbyville, Ill.
Mrs. Bob Beck is suffering
from a stroke.
Director, Division of Purchases and Publn ['rope
There will be a special Mother's Day program Sunday morning at the First Presbyterian
Eddy Creek
church.
Eddy Creek Homemakers Club
A social was given Friday met with Mrs. J. I. Lester April
night at the Baptist Church at 29, for its regular meeting, Mrs.
the close of the study course, W. H. Tandy, vice-chairman prewhich was well attended.
sided.
Members of the Presbyterian
The major project was discussChurch have been painting and ed by foods leaders, on "Planredecorating the Manse for their ning Emergency Meals". Mrs. D.
new pastor which they are ex- W. Satterfield and Mrs. Boyd
pecting about the 13th of this Satterfield had charge of this
month.
part of the program.
Buddy Baker is visiting his
The Home Agent led the minor
grandmother, Mrs. Jerry Barnes. lesson on nursing and how to
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Morgan care for potients having comand family, of Cedar Bluff, visit- municable diseases.
ed Mrs. Jack Blackburn Sunday.
Social hour was conducted by
Rev. and Mrs. Guy Moore and Mrs. D. W. Satterfield. RefreshWe have a nice selection of gifts for
son, of Marion were visitors of ments were served to the followMrs. Jack Blackburn Sunday af- ing: Mrs. Wylie Brown, Mrs.
ternoon.
Chas. B. Lester, Mrs. Martin
Mrs. J. L. Williams and child Oliver, Mrs. Ira Cotton, Mrs.
J.
visited Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Ben- C. Gresham, Mrs. D. W. Satternett Sunday afternoon.
field, Mrs. W. H. Tandy, Mrs. J.
Mrs. T. N. Fuller is reported I. Lester, Mrs. 0. B. Satterfield,
Come in and make your selection now while o
to be improving.
Mrs. Cook Oliver and Miss Nancy
Mr. and Mrs. John Parr and B. Scrugham.
line is complete.
family were dinner guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. M. S.
• COSTUME JEWELRY
Cobb
Blackburn.
• PURSES
Miss
Dorothy
Jo Ridley had
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Percell, Detroit, Mich., are visiting Mr. and charge of a lesson on "Emer• COMPACTS
gency Meals" at the meeting of
Mrs. Jewell Traylor.
• GLOVES
Miss Helen Grace Traylor, De- Cobb Homemakers Tuesday af• HOSE
troit, is visiting her parents, Mr. ternoon at the home of Mrs.
V. T. White, chairman. Remaindand Mrs. Jewell Traylor.
• HANDKERCHIEFS—all linen
er of the program was devoted
• COLOGNE
to a lesson on home nursing and
a social hour. The group ad• COSMETICS (Dorothy Perkin:.)
journed to meet May 25, with
• SILK UNDIES
Mrs. Rosa Newton.
• A Dress that will make her happy
Mrs. White's guests were Mesdames H. P. White, D. D. Rogers,
• Linens for the home
Ernest Lacy, Misses Frances
• Other Gifts in Pottery
Gray White, Dorothy Jo Ridley
• Candlewick Crystal Ware
and Ruth Perkins.

Thursday, May 6, 1943

Motorists Slow To
Obey Speed Laws

There were 39 cases in Police
Court for April, according to the
reports of Police Chief E. E.
Jones and Judge R. G. McClelland, fifteen of which were for
drunkenness. All the accused
were convicted. One, charged
with selling intoxicating beverage in local option territory, was
found not guilty by a jury.
Highest fine was $200 and
costs on a charge of permitting
gambling on
premises. Total
fines and costs assessed aggregated $641, with collections totaling $234.60, one-half of which
went to the Coon Library.
Fire Chief J. L. Sigler's report showed three fire alarms
during April and expense of
$84.50 for services of firemen.
Rumsey B. Taylor, representing a committee making a survey relative to promoting a recreational program, presented the
plan and a resolution was adopted giving it "unreserved Moral
support," and commending it "as
being worthy of financial aid
and assistance."
Operating expense disbursements for Princeton during April
aggregated $3,536.88.
The meeting was attended by
Councilmen Blackburn, Jones,
Lacey, Morgan and Quinn, with
Mayor Cash presiding.

Rationing At
A Glance

Thursday, May 6, I

The Princeton Leader, Princeton, Kentucl

W. P. HOGARTY

RIVETER MRS. DOOLITTLE—Mrs. James H. Doolittle, wife of
Major Gen. Doolittle, was first in a line of civilians to buy bonds
and take a hand at riveting a tail assembly of a P-47 Thunderbolt at a Workers' Bond Rally at the New York City Postoffice.
James J. Walker, former mayor, looks on:
—AP Telemat

FREDONIA NEWS
(By Rachel Turley)
Mrs. Tom Jones returned home
Wednesday. She had been a patient at the Jennie Stewart Hospital, Hopkinsville.
Mrs. Johnson Wigginton has
returned home from the Jennie
Stewart Hospital.
Mrs. James Bright, Detroit,
visited her sister, Mrs. J. W.
King and Mr. King ThursdaV.
Mr. and Mrs. Burcklew have
moved to the Bennett house.
Miss Mildred Harris, Evansville, spent last weekend with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Everett Harris.
Mr. Henry Prowell and Mrs.
Ed Phelps and children, Wanda
Lee and Philip, visited their
daughter and sister, Mrs. Alvia
Hess and Mr. Hess, of Danville,
Ill. a few days last week.
Lieut. Charles Brocicrnyer, Jr.,
Camp Breckinridge, spent Thursday night with his parents, Dr.
and Mrs. C. H. Brockmyer, Sr.
Mr. Leamon Lowery, Evans-

Processed Foods—Blue A, B
and C stamps now void. Blue G.
H and J stamps good beginning
April 24 through May 31.
Meats, Cheese, Butter, Fats,
Canned Fish — ctamp E valid
April 25; expiration date unannounced.
Coffee—Stamp 23 good for 1
pound beginning Monday, April
26.
Sugar—Stamp 12 good - for 5
pounds through May 31.
Shoes—Stamp 17 good for 1
pair through June 15. All men's
and boys' rubber boots and rubber workshoes below Size 6 in
solid olive drab, clay or khaki
color (above-the-knee boots) are
not rationed beginning April 21.
Gasoline—No. 5 stamp in A
book good for four gallons each
through May 21. B and C book
stamps good as noted on book.
Tires—Second inspections due;
A book vehicles by Sept. 30; B's
by June 30; C's by May 31; com- must last through Sept.
30 for
mercial vehicles every 60 days both heat and hot water. Fuel
or 5,000 miles whichever is first. oil consumers should save stubs
Fuel Oil—Coupon 5, good for of ration sheets pending issuance
11 gallons in Zones A and B of rations for next heating
seaand for 10 gallons in Zone C, son, which starts October 1, 1943.

ville, spent last weekend with
his mother, Mrs. F. G. Lowery.
Mrs. R. B. Hooks and children,
of Bowling Green, returned home
Sunday night. She had been
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
J. J. Koon.
Mrs. L. T. Wadlington is visiting her son in Alabama.
Mrs. A. J. Eldridge is visiting relatives in Frankfort, Ind.
Mrs. A. E. Rucker suffered
from an heart attack Sunday
night.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Ray, Sr.
were in Sturgis, Monday.
Miss Juanita King, nurse, of
Nashville, spent last weekend
with her mother, Mrs. Kate
King, and her brother, J. W.
King, and Mrs. King.
Mr. and Mrs. Byrd Guess and
Jackie, were in Eldorado, Ill.,
Sunday.
Lieut. and Mrs. W. C. Willworth, Lieut. and Mrs. C. H.
Handle, Lieut. and Mrs. R. E.

Homemakers

Frocks that will fit into
every woman's life no
matter what kind of a job
she has to do! Crisp, tubbable cottons, so perfect
for summertime, or lovely soft rayons that are
cool and refreshing to
wear! Trim looking and
smart for shopping, comfortable for defense work,/
neat and pretty to wear i
around the house! Sizes
12-20 and 32-44.

Fresh Pastels In Becoming Colors!
Cool-Looking Summertime Plaids!
Delightful Flower Sprinkled Prints!

Hall

EVERY DAY IS
lei
je
t Ya
a/
r

"Emergency Meals" were studied as their major project lesson
by Hall Homemakers who
held
their regular meeting Saturday
afternoon at the home of Mrs.
Ed Barnes. A home nursing les-

AT PENNEY'S!
the millions of American mothers we speak
today with feeling. Bringing up a family is the
hardest job in the world and J. C. Penney's knows it?
So to mothers of tiny babies—of school age youngsters—of fighting men—we speak. If your problems
never seem to end—if the war has multiplied them—
remember, many of them can be solved at Penney's.
For the Penney platform has always been to simplify mother's family shopping job— to treat mother's
family budget with courtesy and care.
You'll find at Penney's the finest in Socks and Shirts
—Blankets and Bonnets—Fabrics and Footwear.
These—and hundreds morel Not in the same wide
eelection as in other years, but the best that Ivar conditions permit.
At Penney's we have never made deliveries, or
carried charge accounts, or operated costly stores.
Mothers know that the economies made possible by
this policy mean low prices.
So, Mothers, we greet you and ask you to believe

Too, we have a wide selection
MOTHER'S DAY CARDS

of

Sula & Eliza Nall

BUILT FOR THE JOI
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Comfort

PEJEOR)

FLEXIBLE as a Sysdi,4;ssi
DURABLE a-4 a 80..tha4
COMFORTABLE as a Sksa1edi..4e4

PANTIES

And, of course, a cor
careful attention to
during your stay are

THE
KENT
HOT
Louisville's newest and m
ed home-away-from-ho

All the wanted
styles in a good,
long-wearing,
non•run fabric
with guaranteed seams.
All sizes.
Blush and Ulu..

"Where Your $ $ Have More
Cents"

Among The
County Agents

Complete Service

— ETteo

Soft flexible brown glove up.
pers, roomy and flexible for foot
freedom and comfort long wear.
ing sole and heel. • high flier
in sll-nronnd value and service.

Finkel's Fair Store

PRESIDENT SEES A TANK BAT
lend realism to the practice tank bat
dent Roosevelt. Tanks advance at ri
the president (far right of car) are L
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Mother on Her Day

Hopson

BRENTWOOD
DRESSES
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Mother's Da
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Hopson Homemakers were
guests of Mrs. Felix Adams at
their regular meeting Monday
afternoon. Mrs. Adams presided
at the business session. Included
in the program were a lesson
on "Emergency Meals" given by
Mrs. Dewey P'Pool, a home
nursing lesson and a social hour
led by Mrs. R. K. Stroube. The
next meeting was announced for
May 31, with Mrs. Stroube.
Present were Mesdafnes Adam,
Stroube, P'Pool, Everett Glass,
Sheltie Jones, Misses Juanita
P'Pool, Marianna Adams, Betty
J. Adams, Velda Jones and Ralph
Jones.

For A Versatile Wardrobe'
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The diaphragm is the busiest
muscle in the human body; it
completes a half billion movements in an ordinary lifetime.

Homemakers Are
Alert For Moths

IESIDENT ADDS TO MODEL COLLECTION—To join
his rapidly growing collection of models
planes, ships, tanks and other war implements, this model tank, given
to him by Sgt. Ivan H.
witz, dean of the armored force tank school with 23 years' service, gets President
Roosevelt's
s:‘ attention during his visit April 28 to Fort Knox. Gov. Keen Johnson of Kentucky
(right)
ks on.
—AP Telemat

r's Da
'TS

INSPECTOR GETS INSPECTED—As President Roosevelt rode
through the armored force tank repair school at Fort Knox, Ky.,
on an inspection visit April 28, he was all eyes, but meanwhile
he was getting a close inspection from workers (top right) who
paused at their tasks as the official party passed. With the president are, left to right, Gov. Keen Johnson, Brig. Gen. Joseph A.
Holly and Lt. Gen. Jacob L. Devers, armored forces chief.
—AP Telemat

SICRAC11-N041COR

Now is the time for every
homemaker to be on the alert
for moths, warns Miss Dorothy
Threlkeld, specialist in clothing
at the Kentucky College of Agriculture and Home Economics.
At this season of the year, moths
are looking for places to lay
their eggs, and seldom-used,
wool garments provide ideal
nesting places. Now more than
ever wool must be saved, for
it is an essential war material.
Blankets, coats, sweaters, caps,
mittens, in fact, all unused wool
materials, must be cleaned and
carefully packed away for the
summer months, else they may
become the feeding grounds for
these winged fifth columnists.
Exposure to direct sunlight,
airing and thorough brushing
are the first steps. Special attention should be given to places
where lint collects, such as
pockets and under seams. This
treatment will destroy the moth
larvae and the eggs. Washing in
thicks suds, or dry cleaning, will
also destroy them.
While the garments are still
out of doors, they should be
stored in tight boxes or chests,
or wrapped in layers of paper
with the edges so tightly sealed
that there is .no chance of a
moth entering. For protection
against the larvae or egg that
might have escaped detection,
homemakers are advised to use
paradichloro-benzene or naphtha
flakes, or moth balls, in every
bundle, chest or trunk. The gas
created discourages the larvae
from eating. About a pound is
necessary for every 100 cubic
feet.

The SO•minute ITCH treatment. Only ONE application
necessary. No grease. see
mess, no soiled clothing, ea
time lost from school
A.
an aid to PREVENT ITCH.
use Mutts 24 B. Clermicittre1
Sulphur Soap daily. 25c. Oat
It from your druggist ere
Stotts Lab, FlorenCe. Ala.

Gus Kortrecht, Agt.
Fire and Auto
Insurance
Capital Stock Co. Insurance
is safe and reliable.
Princeton, K).
Phone 25
110 S. Jefferson St.

May Warn of Disordered
Kidney Action
Modern life with its hurry and worry,
Irregular habits, improper eating and
drinking—its risk of exposure and Infection—throws heavy strain on the work
of the kidneys. They are apt to become
over-taxed and fail to filter excess acid
and other impurities from the life-giving
blood.
You may suffer nagging backache,
headache, dizziness, getting up nights,
leg pains, swelling—feel constantly
tired, nervous, all worn out. Other signs
of kidney or bladder disorder are sometimes burning. scanty or too frequent
urination.
Try Doots's Pills. Doaa's help the
kidneys to peas oft harmful excess body
waste. They have had more than half •
century 11 public approval. Are recomv
mended ty grateful users everywhere.
Ask your neighbor!

DOAN'S PILLS
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I
A TANK BATTLE—Smoke and thunder from exploding live ammunition
1,,111:All to the practice tank battle staged by troops at Fort Knox last Wednesday for Presit Roosevelt. Tanks advance at right and left with their shells bursting in far background. With
esid(nt (far right of car) are Lt. Gen. Jacob L. Devers. (left)) chief of the armored forces.
(:v Reim Johnson of Kentucky.
—AP Telemat
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corn in Rockcastle county exceeds the supply. Ky. 103 leads,
with Ky. 102 and 72B following.
Approximately 100 more brood
sows will farrow this year than
last in Campbell county.
In March, five carloads of feed
wheat totaling 75,000 bushels
were distributed to farmers in
Hart county.
Between 800 and 1,000 acres of
tomatoes will be grown in Trimble county this year.
The Burlington homemakers'
club in Boone county has sponsored two trips of its members
to the blood donor's bank.
Approximately 426 acres of
hemp for seed has been signed
for by farmers in
Christian
county, the quota being 350
acres.
Homemakers' clubs in Calloway county are adding to their
treasuries by having each mem-

As required by law, notice is given
that Messrs. W. W. Childress, George Davis
and 0. C. Shellman, duly appointed members of the City Board of Supervisors, will
meet in the City Hall on Thursday morning
at 10 o'clock, May 13, 1943, for the purpose of organizing and performing duties
pertaining to the Board.

Green Tomatoes
Four hundred thousand plants
were ordered for 133 acres of
tomatoes in Graves county. A
county cooperative
marketing
association has been organized
to handle green wrapped tomatoes. Cooperating agencies include the Farm Bureau, Mayfield Chamber of Commerce and
civic clubs and the Illinois Central railroad. The Farm Bureau
bought 10 carloads of wheat for
farmers to feed.
ber bring a dozen eggs to the
April meeting.
Approximately 125 self-feeders
for hogs have been built in Monroe county, to double the numher previously used.

ACTRESS WEDS GRID STAR—Actress Jane Russell,
-..nd
Bob Waterfield, 22, U.C.L.A. football player, are shown at the
bridegroom's mother's home in Van Nuys, Calif., following their
marriage in Las Vegas, Nev. Waterfield will enter the army as
an officer condidate after his graduation in June. —AP Telemat

ARLY COAL BUYING
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And, of course, a cordial reception and
careful attention to your entertainment
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DR.- W. L. CASH

Mrs. R. H. Baker of the SuthMarines get their name from
erland homemakers' club dis- the old French word "marin,"
tributed 11 pounds of soybeans which means "sea soldier."
to the club members in Daviess
county.

...You can spot it
every time
N SPORT or anything else, you can,
always spot the fellow who has
the edge. Just to drink ice-cold
Coca-Cola IP o understand why
It is the Lest-liked soft drink on
earth.

I

war has brought many changes
in our way of living. We cannot have
all the things we have been accustomed

to enjoy. The needs of our fighting
forces come first. Certain things are
rationed. Many of our buying habits
have changed.
Ordinarily the buying of coal is seasonal. There is a definite slump during
the warmer months, and with the

Louisville's newest and most centrally located home-away-from-home, in Kentucky's

approach of cooler weather the demand
swings upward.

metropolis . . . Prices will conform to your

For Reservation
Write—
W. L. STODGILL,
Assistant Manager.

Govoroor of Mots

THE

KENTUCKY
HOTEL

rendered.

—DWIGHT It WITH

Many make soft drinks. Only
The Coca-Cola Company produces Coca-Cola. This delicious
drink offers a taste all its own. More
than just quenching thirst, it adds refreshment that goes into energy.

THE

idea of moderate charges for service

THE WAR EFFORT"

No need to tighten
up over etudiett. A
muse now end then
for ice-cold Coke
relaxes the tension
—brings you hock
to the teak re•
&called.

The best is
always the better buy!
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OP THP COCA.00I.A. COMPANY IV

HOPKINSVILLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO

In peace this seasonal variation is not
disturbing. But war makes a difference.

ILLINOIS

The unusual activities that are inevitable with war bring additional burdens, many of them heavy. It becomes
important, therefore, to level the peaks
and valleys in the movement of coal.
All patriotic citizens will appreciate
the significance of Governor Green's
suggestion to buy coal early. It is a
contribution to the war effort everybody can make.
The Illinois Central Railroad, as one
of the nation's main coal carriers, urges
you to anticipate your needs and buy
early.
J. L. SEVEN,Pr•sldwit

CENTRAL

SYSTEM

One of America's Railroads—Ail Uniteti for Victory
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last Rites Held
For J. R. Beesley
Death Claims Prominent Retired Grocer
Here Saturday

CASTORIA SALES ARE
HALTED AS NAUSEA
CASES ARE REPORTED
.4_11b-11114.

Corp. Earl Darnell was reFuneral services for
Hill
James cently transferred from
Richard Beesley, 75, who died Field, Ogden, Utah to Rapid City,
Saturday morning at his home, S. D. His wife will join him
S. Seminary street, were held there soon.
* * *
Sunday afternoon, May 2, at 2:30
o'clock at the First Christian
Charles K. Lide, 22, son of
Church, the Rev. Charles P. Mrs. Ruth N. Lide of 206 Cave
Brooks, assisted by Rev. A. D. street, Princeton, was recentl
y
This bank, its
Smith, officiating.
appointed a
Naval
Aviation
Mr. Beesley
was born in Cadet and was transferred to the
friends and
Franklin August 9, 1868, and Naval Air Training Center, Penmoved to Caldwell county in sacola, Fla., for interme
diate
its depositors,
1895, where he resided in the flight training. Prior to enterin
g
Lebanon section. He was mar- the Naval service, Cadet Lide
during the April
atried to Miss Rosa Blaylock, of tended Palm Beach Junior
Colthis county, in 1894, who pre- lege for two years.
bond drive alone,
ceded him in death in 1933. To
* * *
this union four children were
bought United
Pvt. Jessie Yancy, stationed in
born, Vergie Mae, dying in in- Louisiana, is on
furlough, visitState
s Government
fancy; Ernest, who died at the ing his wife in
Fredonia.
age of 22, in 1918; C. C. Beesley,
* * *
Securi
ties in
Princeton, and Mrs. Harold P'Pvt. Glenn R. Hewlett was on
Pool, of
Morganfield. Four furlough visiting
the amount of
his grandpargrandchildren, C. C. Beesley, Jr., ents, Mr.
and Mrs. J. B. Ray,
J. P. Beesley, Ann and Jean Sr., Sunday
afternoon. He is
P'Pool and a sister, Mrs. R. M. stationed in
Florida.
Workman, St. Louis, are sur* * *
vivors.
Edwin Jacob, U.S.N., has reIn February, 1936, he was marcently been transferred from
ried to Mrs. Ola Morse, who,
Great Lakes, Ill., to San Diego,
with her son, Captain W. W.
California.
Morse, Iceland, also survive.
* * *
Mr. Beesley was a member of
Pvt. Carl Heaton, Camp Atthe First Christian
Church,
We thank all those who assisted us
which he served in various of- terbury, Ind., is on furlough,
ficial capacities. He farmed a visiting his parents and other
short time, then -entered the relatives.
in this achievement
*
*
*
grocery business at Claxton, in
Pfc. Delmar Ferrell, Camp
1896, where he also served as
postmaster. He came to Prince- Bowie, Texas, is on furlough,
ton in 1922, and in 1925, entered visiting his mother, Mrs. Verda
the grocery business with his Ferrell and other relatives.
* * *
son, Carl. He retired in March,
Seaman First Class James W.
1941.
transferred
Active pallbearers were J. B. Catlett, has been
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE
CORPORATION
Lester, L. B. Eison, W. H. Dun- from Wisconsin to Port Huenebar, L. L. Morse, Joe Harmon me, Calif.
*
* *
and Hobart McGough; honorary.
Pvt. Otto Barnett, son of Mrs.
Lala Barnett, has recently been
inducted into the Army and is
INTRODUCING "PETE"
stationed at Meridian, Miss.
T H E WANDERER 0 F
* * *
MYSTIC ROADS, T H E
Master-Sergeant and Mrs. HuSAGE OF THE HIGHbert Clift. Camp Breckenridge
WAYS, YOUR FRIENDLY
are visiting Mr. Clift's paretns,
PHILOSOPHER.
Mr. and Mrs. Mack Clift, Cave
street.
* * *
One automotive company has
Sergeant J. E. Crider, sem of Farmers To Receive
built a giant motor bus with a
Mrs. Johnson Crider, Fredonia,
capacity for 250 soldiers.
is stationed at Tucson, Ariz., in Help On AAA Reports
the Army Air Corps.
AAA community committee*
*
men are urged by B. W.Edmonds,
Pvt. Buford Tosh, Ft. Dix, N. acting
chairman of the Kentucky
J., returned Wednesday after
FOR RENT:
AAA,
to
offer all assistance to
spending a furlough with rela'0;o11)1,1olcuds(t)wits.tairs
tives. His wife accompanied him. farmers in their neighborhoods
in preparing records of allot- FOR SALE: A John Deere twoW. L. Davis, J. H. Morgan, Joe ments, war crop acreage
row corn planter with ferti-.s and
McGough, E. E. Jones, Ray Bak- production practices when they
Unoted Fretton St Lows
lizer attachment. H. M. Johner
and C. A. Woodall. Flower report their individual farm comson, 510 South Jefferson St.,
"Sponsored each week by
girls were Bessie Dunbar Har- pliance under the 1943 ACO
Princeton, Ky.
ltp
promori, Mrs. L. L. Morse, Dixie gram. Farmers are require
d to
PIGS FOR SALE: Call or see
Lois Jacob, Mrs. A. H. Temple- do this work themselves
this
Sam 0. Catlett, Phone 525. ltp
ton, Elifabeth B. Rogers and year, to save time, tires
and
Insurance, 110 South Jeffer- Mrs. Mary K. Spahr, Mattoon, gasoline, and to submit their
WANTED: Waitresses. Wages $15,
son St. here in Princeton."
reports at the county AAA ofroom and board. Experience
Burial was in Lebanon ceme- fice in the courthouse here
See you next week folks!
unnecessary. Must be 18 or
on or
tery.
over. State Line Inn, Mobefore July 1.
mence. 111.
2tp

*** *************

$311,250.00

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

CLASSIFIED ADS

John E. Young,

(By Associated Press)
New York, May 5--Harold B.
Thomas, vice president of Sterling Drug, Incorporated, announced all shipments of Fletcher's
Castoria have beep withdrawn
from public sale throughout the
United States "because of reports
that the product has caused
nausea in a number of cases."
An earlier announcement said
sales were being halted in the
Eastern states—where reports of
nausea were received—but it
was decided to stop sales throughout the country to be on the
safe side, a spokesman for the
company said.
Thomas said the company
deeply regretted the situation
which he described as the "first
of its kind in the three-quarters
of a century Castoria has been
sold" but that in cooperation
with the government "every effort is now being made to establish the cause."
He added that when the product again appeared on the market the company could assure
the public that "its quality and
purity will merit the public's
continued confidence in it."

Waterfield To Direct
Kilgore's Campaign
(By Associated Press)
Lousiville, May 4—Ben Kilgore of St. Matthews, candidate
for the Democratic nomination
for Governor, announced today
selection of Harry Lee Waterfield, Clinton, as his campaign
manager.
Waterfield, 32 years old, is publisher of the Cickman County Gazette and is immediate past president of the Kentucky Press Association.

CAVCE-YOST CO.
in

Hopkinsville

Present As Usual
Distinctive and Quality Lines for Spring-

China By

Silver By

Wedgwood
Lenox
Spode
Haviland
Castleton
Crown Derby

Gorham'
Reed and Barton
International
Towle
Lunt

Jewelry By

Crystal By

•

Duncan
Sharpe
Hunt
Pitt Petri
Sterling
Cambridge

Also Distinctive Lamps, Decorative Access
ories, Antique English
Silver, and Tole Trays

Cayce-Yost Co.
SILVER — CHINA — CRYSTAL Hopkinsville, Kentucky

JEWELRY

Five Good
REASONS
WHY you'll like our PERSONAL LOAN 11
(1) Credit requirements are liberal.
(2) Payments you can afford.
(3) A private, personal transaction
(4) Prompt, red-tapeless service
(6) Dependable financial counsel
Call, Write or Phone

nters a c mance
COP POP AT ION of KY iNcoRpoRATID
Phone
470

106 /
1 2 Market St.
Princeton, Ky.

Maurice French
Manager

IMO/ft

Drive In
Today
Products. They
best by test.
Regular Gas (first)
17/
1 2c
Ethyl Gas
18.6c
White Gas
16/
1 2c
Kerosene
9c
Oil
_At. 15c
Two gallon can
$1.10
We have just received some new oil-20, W. in skl
50c a gallon

(By Associated Press)
Washington, May 5—Secretary
Morgenthau expressed "sincere
gratitude" to the nation's newspapers last night for the aid
they gave the Treasury in the
second war loan campaign and
declared their support was "as
invalualile as it was unparalleled
in promotional history."

CORNICK OIL CO.

Frog Traps Birds
Bartlesville, Okla. (W)—W. V.
Montgomery found a bull frog in sr

R. B. Williams, Mgr.

Hopkinsville S'
..sesamaa
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Sunshine Evaporated Milk
Highly nutritious, uniform, econom
ical and convenient to use, is made from
fresh whole milk and has bee
n evaporated to double richness (no points require
d)
tall can 9c
4 cans 35c
Loving
g Cup
lg. pkg.

FOR RENT: Two rooms for rent.
805 W. Main St.. Phone 487. = Wilson's Cooked
large 28 pc
PICKLED PIG FEET
oz. jar
FOR SALE: Master Electric Coca-Cola box. Used only short
while. H. M. Johnson. 510 S.
Jefferson St.. Princeton.
ltp
734 oz. pkg. 10(
ATTENTION FARMERS: Loans
—
through National Farm Loan
DUFF'S WAFFLE MIX, delicio
us waffles
Association to buy or refinance —
farms. Longest terms and low- = with only additional
_
est interest rates, with repay- — water
ment privileges. Federal Land =
Bank System. See: J. D. Alex- =
ander. Sec'y.-Treas. N,F.L.A.,
Office. Princeton. Ky.
4t =
Van Camp's
pkg.
FOR RENT: Two rooms for rent.
805 W. Main St., Phone 478.
Lite Flake
HELP WANTED — Immediate
opening; good Watkins route
in Princeton. Car experience
unnecessary; average earning
pure hog, bulk
$25 weekly; pay starts immedi- —
ately. Largest company. best
Crystal
known products, biggest de- —
mand. Write J. R. Watkins Co.. =
Brand pkg.
70-90 W. Iowa Ave., Memphis,
Tenn.
2tp
WHITEHOUSE APPLE JUICE
(no points)
FREE! If Excess acid causes you
pint
pains of Stomach Ulcers, Inbottle 7C
digestion, Heartburn, Belching.
bottle
quart
Bloating, Nausea, Gas Pains.
get free sample, Udga, at Dawson Drug Store.
36-15tp
WANTED—Man for Rawleigh
Route in Caldwell county.
7
_7
z Red Winesap or Delicious
Permanent if you are a hust- 7
ler. For particulars write Raw- L
=
.
- APPLES
leigh's, Dept. KYB-215-103A,
Freeport, Ill. or see Claud M.
Large Size Florida
Young, Kuttawa, Ky. 18-25-4
ORANGES sweet and juicy
BABY CHICKS, 21 breeds, blooddoz.
tested, $5.95 and up. Prompt
Ripe
Red
Hot
House
shipments Mondays or Thursdays. White for prices. Hoosier,
TOMATOES
lb.
716 West Jefferson. Louisville.
Crisp Tender
= CELERY
bunch

Cove Oysters

Puffed Wheat Quialegr. 1
Victory Cereal

a::, subs
cotfaf
pktig. 12(

FLEECY WHITE LAUNDRY BLEACH disinfects, deoderizes, removes stains

•13(
=
,,,,a 23 Floor Wax
=_
10(
=
_= Tenderoni
Flour
.
14 :L 99( Sauer Kraut
=
= Lard
=
th.18(
Baking Powder
Soap Powder
n
Raisins
16t
qt. bottle

large % gal.2

O'Ceda
ingr Self-Polish 49
(
can

WALLPAPER CLEANER, Crescent
can 8c,
3 caw
Fresh
quart jar

23

16(

HI-LIFE DOG FOOD dehydrated
small pkg. Sc,
ig. 2 lb. pkg. L

tra Ig°
exlEk
.npkg 11(

S

id, seed
15 oz. pkg.
.
seeded puffed
pkg. 18c

16(

Produce Department

..123(

-a

I

You Have Cash
BUY BONDS
If You Need Cash
Come In or Phone
Mauric

e French, Manager
Phone 470
106% Market St.
Princeton, Ky.

I XII er

13.6

Finance Corp. of Ky.

38(

29(
15

Fresh fruit, fresh
vegetables, fresh
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Newspaper Aid In
Campaign 'Invaluable'

- Cake Flour

Trifari
Hatti Carnegie
Hattie Carnegie
Monet
Richelieu

his back yard and inside the rently captured the birds mit,
bull frog were two sparrows. they flew to a back yard to
Montgomery said the frog appa- pond for a drink

Curley Green
SPINACH
New Yellow
ONIONS
Hot House
CUCUMBERS

it, 15:
.81(
each 1St

Small Tender
PARSNIPS

meat. More for your
Money all the Time.

RED FRONT
CASII

& CARRY STORES
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aduates humber 50
which is the smallest class
complete satisfactorily the 4course at Butler High in a
her of years, school officials
The falling off is due inhe
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oatr.
e mco
program:
iona I, Margaret
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is; Invocation, Rev. Chas P.
ooks; Frosquita Serenade,
line Parker; Address, C. H.
en, Director Training School
n State Teachers College;
Edna Oliver; Special
ards; Recommendation
of t
ors to the Board of EducaC. A. Horn, superintendent
School; Presentation of Dias, Leonard Groom, vice
irman Board of Education;
ediction, Rev. McKee Thomp- t
Recessional, Margaret Terry
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EL
is. List of Graduates
etta Ashley, Allie Butler,
garet Ann Cartwright, John
ey. Virginia Colson, Eugene
k, Martha Elaine Crowell,
y Creekmur, Joe Davis, as
!At-Davis, Virginia Lrvans, fo
Nell Farmer, Allen Fuller, an
es Wilson Glenn, Bill Gran Don Granstaff, George Fr
Hilda Gresham, Paul dri
ith, Sara Hobby, June HoJean Johnston, June Jones, pl
Kercheval, Leslie Barber the
Glover Lewis, Jr., Billy the
, Mary Ruth Lowery Na
,
Louise McConnell, Ralph ma
tio
nnell, Rose Mary McNeel
ey, of
e Mitchell, Betty
Jean
LaVerne Parent, Guy the
non, Mary
Lynn Pool, wit
Pool, Jean Carolyn Rat- spe
Sm
George Robert Richie,
JetScott, Mary Elizabeth
ma
Smith,
spiekard
A
Singleto
n, Mildred
Smith, tan
Taylor
re, Carl
alth
Murpshey,
Thomas, Mary Ann Walk to
- list
Katherine Wilson,
Eugene
of a

niors To Entertain
niors Friday Night
ith Banquet,
Dance

e Junior
Class of Butler
School will
entertain Senat their
annual banquet
Y night, May
14, in the
Y of the high
school. FaculTnembers are
also invited.
wiall the banquet
there will
a•Junior-Senior Prom at
the
ietta Hotel
from 9 until 1
k
.sPonsored by the
Senior
Scouts.
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